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Ma n Charged
Red . After Theft

Sixteenth Birthday Will Be
Letter Day' For Vickie Eldridge.:_
By Mk. Garrott
Jackie Cooper, Murray's Fire
February 26, 1974, will be a
Chief, has often urged people to red-letter day in the life of Vicki
give the correct information Eldridge, the daughter of Mr.
when reporting a fire. In the and Mrs. Clarence Eldridge of
excitement people just holler Route 8, Murray.
over the phone'that the house is
Vicki will be 16 years old that
on tire and hang up. Either that day, and few girls have ever
or they give the wrong address looked forward to their 16th
which made it difficult for the birthday With as much anFire Department to get there on licipation and excitrnent as this
time.
*--young lady does.
For on that date, she hopes to
We read the following joke
aside for
the cumwhich illustrates the point.
berseme--.-heavisten1 -, Mir- 11Ian, full of excitement, leather leg brace which she has
phoning fire department:
worn for the most of her 13
"Fire! Fire!" •
years. 1-LI ean't Imagine how it
_
"Where is it?"
will be without it," she said with
"My house!"
a smile.
"I mean the location ,of the
Even worse, 39 other months
fire."
-d her life have been spent with
"My kitchen, for heaven's one or _both legs.. encased in
sake!"
heavy casts. Only until she WAS
has she been
".Yes, but how can we.getid -14 months old
.Otte of either the casts dt the leg
your place!"
"You've got a fire engine, brace.
Vicki .suffers
ain'tcha?"
defect, commonly .known as
Well, maybe some of the calls -chalk bone," in her right leg, a
he gets are not quite like that, condition which causes the
bones to- break easily- and
but almost as bad.
which make it difficult for the
The Kentucky Schools Boards breaks to heal properly. The
Association had the following: other leg is normal. ,
Her doctor, a Memphis
'The Kentucky Court of Aprithrtia.s dented allinjtinetidlY , ,specialist Who titia_treated,Wr
sought by sevettiMble County most of -her life,_long.ago_tdId._.
High School students and their her this would belhe case until
parents, which would have she quits growing, a process
restrained school officials from which is expected to end when
enforcing the school's dress she is 16 years old.
By then,she has been told, the
code," Good for the court.
There are a lot of things which bohes Will have become harder,
a person learns at school will knit more securely and will
besides book learning, one of be more difficult to break,- end- them is ielf discipline:teething • -her leg, withered now from themany months in casts and
to follow regWsitions,.etc.
braces, should develop almoSt
Reeurial when( the tem- to normal sizeperature of the sun's upper
atmosphere is 3.6 million
degrees but at the poles of the
•
sun the temperature drops to a
mere 1.8 million degrees.
Relatively speaking we guess
y6u wouIffiIf1t1S Cooler at the
poles...
paper
inpswing
the so
south
u has be
beenindliztrY
on the
since 1966.- •
Since 1968 the south'll pulp
By GARY LUHR
and paper industry has:
Associated Press Writer
----Increased pulpwood purf_ FRANKFOR-T,--Ky. (AP)-r_ hases by 196 million dollars, up Asst. Supt. of Public Instruction
24 percent. .
-Increased
emtotal
ployment by" more than 6
thousand workers, up 7 percent.
(Ctintianed me Page'twelve)

•

Jaekson PurchesePartly cloudy, windy and
arm this morning with falling
eratures this afterntian
:m(1 a chance of snow shOwers.ligh in The upper 50$ to low
f;es. Variable cloudiness and
much . colder tonight wQ a
hance of snow. Lows in tiie
-low
20s. Partly cloudy and cold
Friday Highs in the low 30s.
Prohitulities of precipitation 30
pry -cent today, 50 per cent
tginiitht, 10 percent Friday.
Kentucky Forecast
.Near cold wave conditions
today and tonight. Mostly
cloudy and turning much colder
from the northwest today with
occasional light _rain changing
to snow west and north portions
around noon and elsewhere
early tonight and ending Friday
morning. Decreasing
(Aon(ftness and continued cold
Friday afternoon. Highs mostly
in upper 50$ and low. 60$ this
morning but temperatures
lowering into 30$ and lower 40$
during the afternoon: Lows
tonight mostly in the 20$. Highs
Friday Mid 20$ to lower 30$.
Kentucky Egtended Outlook
• --A---irend --toward very temperatures for Saturday,
Sunday and Monday with
variable cloudiness. Lows
mostly in the upper teens and
20$ Saturday morning 'and
mostly the tens Sunday and
Monday mornings. _Highs in the
mid 20$ to low 30$ Saturday,
Sunday and Monday.

Rescue Unit
Issues Plea
For Pledges

The Calloway County Fire
and Rescue Squad
has
.remindedpersons who have not
honored pledges for the year to
please mail them to the squad
or call for a squad member to
come to the business or home to
get the pledge.
Bob Schumacher,reporter for
the squad, said the Rescue
Squad depends entirely on the
support of the peoPle of Murray
and Calloway County fqr the
continuance their service. All
contributions are deductible on
the income tax returns.
Members of the squad expressed appreciation to groups,
for their • support including
special fund raising benefits by
the Dexter Homemakers Club.
The members of the squad do
not receive- any pay for their
services. They have been called
to many fires in the county
during the past year and have
helped in the search for persons
reported missing in the area.
Max Dowdy, Rescue Chief,
urges tbe residents to honor
their pledges for the yell` to the
Squad can continue in their
efforts to serve the -city and
Squad members extend an
invitation to all interested
persons to visit the Rescue
Squad on NortiNth Street; next
to Hendon's'Service Station, on
any Tuesday from 6:30 to 7:30
p.m. to'see the equipment and
discuss the work with the squadmembers

Redistricting 11111

wiBtrter, Bumphis was char
„ ged
grand larceny
on
Wednesday afternoon after
having been charged with
"taking a rifle from the truck of
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Jailer Huel (Whimpy) Jones
store for the most drastic
Associated Press Writer
parked on the court square,
change.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)according to the Murray Police
House Majority Leader John
Department and records of the The apparent administration Swinford, who normally would
on
congressional sponsor bills for the Ford adoffice of Calloway County Judge bill
- --.'vedistricting
_inhas been
Robert 0. Miller.
ministration, introduced the bill
Bumphis was observed taking traduced in the House with the Wednesday.
District, as • expected, in
the rifle by Buel Stalls, Jr.,
The only change in the
about 4:15 p.m. Wednesday,
present 1st and 2nd districts
according to the city police. Shrine Club Catered
under Swinford's bill would
StsIls stopped Bumphis who--• shift part of Ohio County fromreturned the rifle to him apd Dinner To Be Friday
the 2nd to the 1st.
then lekthe scene, the pohee 7
Frank Stibblefield aLMurr
The Murray-Calloway Countr now represents thelat-Diatriet
- said.
_
The . city police, after-a- Shrine Club will have a catered_ and William _ H. Hatcher of
description of the suspect was 'dinner for Shriners and their. Bowling Green represents the
given them, started after the wives on Saturday, January 15, 2nd. Both are Democrats.
man in one of the squad cars at 6:30 p.m. at the Woodmen of
It would cut the eastern and
and arrested Bumphis, ac- the World Hall.
southern fringe of counties off
For reservations call Norman the present 6th District and
cording,,fo the police. He was
litaced ihe Calloway county Klapp, phone 753-2911, by noon move the remaining district up
Jan after his arrest.
January 14,
into northern Kentocky. extending into southern Campbell
and Kenton counties.
Senate Majority Leader
Water "Dee" Huddleston said
no administration bill on the
matter ,wtil he latradueeti -in

Registration for the' spring when university officials have
semester at Murray State completed a check ,to. certify
University will begin Monday, that requirements. have been
Jan. 17-about two weeks met. - '
•,
••
A hit and run accident was
earlier than in past years.
No
formal
mid-year
dean ef-;.adb- graduation exercise IS heldat •-filveidigated by the . Murray
Police Department On WedMtss1._ egs.
_ Murraf:State..- Sdents
students will register the first complete degree requirements nesday- at 2:58 p.m. in the
three days of the week in the reeeive their diplomas by mail parking lot of Swann's Grocery
Waterfield Student Union and may return at the end of the on South 4th Street,
Gaynelle Canady Bray of
_
Building before classes start spring semester to participate
-•
Thursday, Jan. 20. t
in cap and gown com- Murray, said she parked her
Murray State is operating for mencement ceremonies May 13. 1972 Ford LTD headed south in
the grocery parking lot end was
the-nta tinie
gone from the car for a few
AIDED BY-111ARCHOF-1101161441ekl-ifiduldga,41,-Rel:iik_.5-s4hedlIle T
iniruth.---=Wirserr
HEATER-STOLEN
uni
Murray, walks astinally from classes at the Alm Elementary idolfaudapthe.11001 of regents,
she found her car had been
School as she nears what she hopes will be the end of a life-long 'nestling that both the !all and
Milburn Outland of Melrose
battle,financed through the March of Dhnes,,to dive her right leg spring- semesters have been Drive, Canterbury Estates, damaged on the front end and
right side, but no other vehicle
inoved up heti weeks on the reported the theft of
after being born with a serious bone defect in the limb
a kerosene
was found, according to the
calendar.
blower heater to the Murray
Gantt
.
gave
this
registration
•
•
Police Department on Tuesday.
schedule:
Monday,
J n.
:
J fn
Registration
of
seniora
beginning at 1 p.m.
)
Tuesda_y,
Jan.
11giiiiation of elle 'remainder
-fte
'of seniors beglining at1 a.m.
followed by all juniors and
Former
United Statesstate," Morton said He further
--2--about-half-the-sephomoreolasssaid that fifty-three-pet Rent ot
-Senator,
Wednesday, Jan. 19appearedt/iMiwray
onhehalt
Aldeaths are those that_ac_Cur
-- Registration of the real:dreier- the KentuckyReart Association as'the- Twat at heart ittackt
Of sophomores beginning V 8 on Monday.
s
enator Morton Ls and other cardiovascular
James Melton told the Senate
property bait revenue a.m.,followed by freshmen and
serving as the Campaign diseases.
Education Committee Wed- generated by an assessment
late registrants.
Chau/pan for the suite of
The Senator presented Mrs.
-reeent---eoiattdecisions
per
registration An
order
d
-Kentucky
regarding property taxes as a vate-csf-ale-d°11ardUring fhe ivri Heart 'keit Roberts, president of thevaluation would range-from11°11—The
577
will be -As
t Fund Drive.
- Business and Professional
means of financing education per pupil in Breathitt County to esc
addhedcltasst
duat: tutItts
ha
morton spoke of the
Women's Club, a certificate of
would have no immediate effect more than 051 per pupil in
may register at any time during
which is being made through appreciation from Heart for her
on Kentucky'.
Southgate independent district the three days,
research at the medical chairs work as the 1971 Business Gifts
Campbell County.
'
Students planning to enrollfor
- He warned the lawmakers, in
located at the University of Chairman and a certificate to
Recent • court decisions in
Saturday and evening classes
however, to steer clear of any
Texas, California and Min- who cannot register'during the Kentucky and the University of the B and PW Club members for
legislation that would "put us in
nesota have judged the property ..week may do so at a special Louisville. He told of the their help in conducting that
the wrong direction" in light of
tax, as a method .of financingregistration beginning at 8 a.m. community service programs phase of the Drive in Murray.
the court decisions.
He then presented a similar
education, unconstitutional Saturday, Jan. 22, in the student being conducted throughout the
He also warned
state at free permanent clinics certificate to the Gamma
because it-discriminate against =ton ballroom.
considering soluti
to the poorer
and traveling clinics like the Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
districts.
:.. A record number of 520-midproblems of the 1.4uisville and
one
to be held in Murray this Phi for their services on "Coffee
Twelve)
Page
(Continued
on
year candidates for graduation
Jefferson County school .
summer for children. This will Day" and other special events
filed applications for degrees at
districts "in a vacuum" instead
be the first time such a clinic throughout the 1971 Campaign.
-MesTayState,including 438 who
of looking at the statewide
Beverly Herndon,
has been held in Calloway Miss
-have filed for bachelor's
picture. •
Gamma Gamma Service
(runty.
degree,s. and 82 for master's
Melton said approval of a
"Last year $526,983.59 was Chairman, accepted this
degrees
requested
increase In the
collected by approximately presentation hir the club.
The exact number . of
_Jefferson County occupation
53,000 volunteers across the
I Continued on Page Twelve)
tax-would only widen the gap librarian for the Calloway graduates
be determined
between those districts and the County Public Library. v.-as the
rest of the state.
guest speaker at the meeting of
He said consideration might the Almo- Parent-Teacher
be given to a statewide oc- Association held on Monday:
cupation tax, NI_ hastened to January 10, at 1:30 p.m:-aTthe
add-lar -wasn't necessarily school.
advocating such a step. _
"Children and Their Reading
Melton presented -figures Habits" was the 'theme of the•
which showed that the variance talk by Mrs. l'revathan who
missed the various books at
the library that would help the
children learn about pollution,
space, and ecology. She also
•explained how film strips and
movies can be checked out at
, William .C.
,Jr., of 1795 the library.
Ryan' Avenue, Murray, was
Mrs. Kenneth Starks gave the
scheduled to undergo heart devotion followed with prayer
surgery this morning at the by Mrs. Terry Walters. Joe Dan
Baptist Memorial Hospital, Taylor, -a student at the school
Memphis, Tenn.
led the pledge to the American
Nall entered the hospital
flag.
Tuesdar, but he has been ill
ore will
During the business session
since about the first of
the PTA discussed the repair of.,
Is(ovember_ilis wife.MUie..and the water tooler._the rePalr of ,
their two sons, William C. Nail! tile gym Set, the tepstr-uT.Bie---1
Ill and Dennis, are with Mr. baseball stop on the -baseball
geastor Thrusion B. Morton, Kentucky Heart Campaign Chairman, is shwa presenting CerNall in Memphis.
• field, and the country musical to'
• tllicates of Appreciation to Miss Beverly Herndon, 'tending service chairman for the Gamma
The .Murray' man is district be held later.
manager for the' Investor's
.sJz
i mWrsal,Heorwraeradds'oucyfflr'Qemlma Chapter of Bela Sigma Phi Sorority; Mrs. Willard Ails, seated at right, htarray-Calloway
jn
Mruste
County Heart Fund Chairman and Gamma Gamma president; and Mrs. Hoyt Roberts,Heart
Heritage Life Insurance
Company. He is a former -gave- the -treasurer's report. Rosiness Chairman and B and PW Club president. for the services that each performed during the
manager,of the Kenlake State Mrs.-L. K. Pinkley's third grade 1971 Heart Fund Drive taMurray and Calloway County. •
Park Marina.
won the room count.

_Funding Should Not Have Any ----

Tho pupand

Mrs. Trevathan Is Almo PTA Speaker

Vol. LXXXXIII N

Former Senator Morton
Speaks_On Heart Drive

that side -4st-i--the General
Assembly. He said the Senate
leadership would wait to act on
whatever measure the House
passes.
The present congressman
from the 6th District is William
P: Curtin, Jr. of Frankfort, who
was elected to,succeed the late
John Watts last- month. Curlin
served as the state representative from Franklin County in
the 1968 and 1.970 sessions.
The 4th Dlntrict,
now
mem_ anted by
Republican
Gene Snydar, would become
everiAniliif a "riverside
district"- with all of
it's
counties boranial---Iba -Ohio
4Canthmed PalTooke)

..
This , morning at 2:38,;theMurray- Police Department
cited a juvenile for speeding at
one hundred miles plus per hour
In a 50 miles per hour tone,
reckless driving, -fleeing a
polite officer, curfew violation,
and passing on a yellow line,
according to the citition report.
• Two other persona were cited_
for _ speeding_ on__ Wednesday.
motnifig by 'the City Police
officers.

Charles _neje, Property
Vfliailoi - AWministritof
Cilloway County, has announced that his office has
received application forms for
the Homestead Exemption on
property taxes.
Applicants may get the forms
in the office of the Property
Valuation Administrator,
located on the first floor of the
Court House.-Hale said.

Little Girl Is
Injured When
Hit By Car
Little Miss Noelani Cornell,
3't year old daughter of Bev.
and Mrs. Lloyd Cornell of 1622
College Farm Road, Murray, is
reported in satisfactory condition this morning by officials
of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The little girl was hospitalized
Wednesday for observation
after sustaining abrasions and
contusions according to hospital
officials.
. The Cornell child was injured
when she was hit by a 1967
Chevrolet -Caprice wagon__ -driven by Bonnie SOri:es Watson, 1104 North 18th Street,
Murray, and owned by- Watson
Used Cars, on Wedneschty at
3:45 p.m., according to the'
report filed by the investigating
officers of the Murray Police
Department.
*Police said Mrs. Watillgt,..
•
going east on College _Farm
Road, told them she was at •
about the 17th Street, intersection when she noticed a
child standing on the left side of
the road and she start0 - _slowing down. Mrs. Watson said
the child then darted across the
Mad in front of her, she applied
her brakes trying to stop and at.
the same time turning to the
right attempting to keep from
hitting-the child, according to
the police report.
,--The right front of the
'
, car
struck the child who remained
underneath the car from the
point of-impact to *here the car
was stopped fifty., feet away,
according to the Police report.
The-occident occurred between_
the house numbers of. 1621 and
1623 College Farm Road on the
south. side of College Farm
Road, the police report said.
No damage wis repeited to
the car. Witnesses obserVed the
accident, according to the

•
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Sorty,. We Can't Leave It Out
MUSK1E

Every newspaiierreportet)zid editor in this land.:
of a free ress.-Tis continually faced with a request
- -that dila-story or that °nal* left out of the paper.
Sometimes it's a polite request, at other times it's a
threatening nnand.But In all cases it has been the
Policy,of this newspaper to -say "no" to all: such
reqUests. And it's not because we want to say no, but
it'sbecause we feel that it's our duty atidour reatbn
-4or being in existence as a newspaper,to record the
-pets as thej:•_w.Aw-wM falfor to iiili-Jegartireatisg
statiiiii the community. We don't make the
news; we just print it.
z Our nifty rii_OU-Twal
-Well

KyJ Thnes Tribune in 1958, in a column called
Ravelinga'!Avr1tten-by_editor John_L.
l_was captioned -"On Leaving It' Out of the Paper",.
.-and
late-editorand
yWqy.

An_ In. We4st Berlin oneiday icon _The wak_ls_txpw de' 4r Chancellor
Willy Brandt to offer his treaties with
will be' able to visit his mother a few
Moscow and Warsaw tto''the 'Finn• miles away in East'Berlin. A motoriat
betweim
destag
ratification..ffis Oatpolitikswn to °Fgut a u.117
is back on the track.
__ _West Berlin awl,West Germany
with
Herr Brandt irentftled-tOlollow his
ble expectation or arriving
own political Star. It-is more alarming
at his destination on time. Truckers
that other leaders in Western Europe
with-Berlin-bound eargo can expect to
are so enthralled by Abel:140in agree. deliver their goods without crates and
ment. It "concessions" are taken as
-„cartons being ripped open,,,and with'sure. evidence-that the Soviet Union
out cooling their heels _throngh hours
and its East European satellites are
of nuisance delay. _ • •
-. ready to let sweetness and light pour
These are the tangible. results of .across the Iron Curtain.'The momen;months of negotiations involving the
tum.towprd
a European - security con_
victOtiotts allies of World -War II and
_ference and negotiations for a reducthe govirnrnents of West Geritiany.
tion of forces by the Warsaw Pact
East Gerrnahy and the isolated city
and the-North-Atiantic Treaty Organiel-Weiffier
-fin:
zation is now all the greater.
The hosannas- which have greeted
The fact is that the Communist bloc
the new Berlin agreement seem unis as hostile as ever. toward the ideals
'Warranted. -The East 'German* Cornof-fteedom and self-determination
Munists have,simply.agreed to act a . which 'Western Europe must protect,
--vetarte-eivilizerHnWitnittelriest is- investing low Germans in West Sgrlin and %Vest _ more in its military machine.
Germany-.

Copia, News Servic

'

BOW 111L1 LAID TWIT CORO •
,14ETTERKED

LaD13111 11111111 MIS
the article framed. This is what it said, and it
;represents our feelings on the 'subject perfectly:
Dear'Editor!
Calloway County ranks fifth in the nercentage of pupils enrolled
To the Staff Of the Ledger and
"Newspaper work,for the most part, 113 pleasanf.
n the state of Kentucky according to a report by Boron Jeffrey,
It offers an opportunity for service to your coni- talloway School Superintendent. The information, released by Times1lure do appreciate the
we know so
7 munity, and a means of livelihood if you work hard
the Department of'education, was based on the annual census paper, because
many people back there. The
reports submitted in April 1951.
'enough. It c4tallenges you anew each day, because
wai good but it was
•Aa-avesage of $36.80 is reported for the sale of dark fired picture
is
each
edition
of
the
paper
a
fresh
chapter
in
-the
dark. Guess it was the best you
,
tobacco on the Murray Market for this season.
;running history of mankind. It is both creative and
Births reported include, a boy, James Ray, born to Mr. and could do so thanks a lot.
My husband is getting better.
itactual. It requires craftmanship ,of the highest_ pArkkimn
tice Holland of Detroit, Mich-_ on December 30, and a
We are timing home in- the-vrder from every member of the'staff from both boy born to Mr. Henrys. Walter Lee Hughes of Ashton, W. Va. Spring.
Florida is OK but there
Mr. and Mrs.Hargis are attending Bible lectures at
t office and backshop. At the end of the day you
is no place like home.- -The
5,00gfantient]and_seeomplishment___Ereed ordeman Crillpgp, Hrindersivt. Tana
.
temperature was '
'kuourjertgE that sxbu
a part ainthe
you have hem
ninA. People here are baying
_
something like the flu. I yea
,orce that has created a living story from cold type
sore throat. You can't get a
a sheet of paper.
doctor here hardly at all, but at
But there is one phase of newspaper wor that
Murray you can always see a
by Can Mkt Jr.
a never-ending source of worry to me: The news
I would give an inch off the end of my nose, and I doctor. So thanks a lot and wish
each of you a good year.
story that somebody wants us to hold out of the
can't spare it, if I could nominate the next Vice
paper.ft may be a story about a drunken driver whti '• President. He would not be Spiro Agnew _or_joha ' Yours- Truly
!marlose h1 job, -a-married -man ---wito-hrur-bear
Carnally or any_of the hopefuls of the Democratic
Mrs. Prod Bray, Sr.
I caught in an unfavorable situartai with someWedy
2838 29th7Street
Party;The man I want'Would be'a garden hobbyist,•
i else's woman a respected citizen who has let his
,North St. Petersburg, Fla.
a weekend gardener in all probability, and he would
!greed trap him' nto dishonest action, or anyone of a
know that anybody Who plants thorns will never*
Dear Editor:
; hundred sins that ate common to frail mankind.
gather roses.
We would like to, if we may at
: Over and-over again, we have requests to leave this
"It is In my garden where I solve many problems." this time,to wish you and all the
or that story "out of the -paper". The,good Lord
-Everett McKinley Dirksen
staff of the Ledger & Times a
:knows we'd rather-leave these stories oat than print
very late but heartfelt Happy
A Senator's Notebook
New Year and a very healthful
(them. We'd like to print nothing but "good news"
one. We would like to give a
day of the year.
very special New Year wish to
t "But whatkind of a newspaper would that be? And
Mrs.Jo Burkeen ands thanks to
:how true a mirror of the life of the Community would
.
Mrs. Burkeen and an of you for
going-topeople
allthe spade,tirn
-e and he1p-you
'mew"
as-Yuu
-.i
it be?. Because'
,
crimesas
long as
they let the devatinfluence -4neommit
have given us in the past year.
We really appreciate all of you
their lives. If these crimes are not recorded fairly
By VERNON SCOTT
member of a natioual bar- at the Ledger & lir;nes.
will
be
their
impact
upon
the
people
and accurately,
UPI Hollywood Correspondent bershop singing.group.
Also we want fa- wish all the
-even more alarming, because they will become
HOLLYWOOD 'UPI,
Several evenings a week he ministers of all denominations,
... .
• .;
-,"• • and minors Will run wild. Burt Muslin, the 117-year-old "g_oes
b
g - our -doctors and nurses..-d.
Too, the mere fact that reports of crime will be co-star of -The 'Funny Side." singing baritone With his own Calloway County a Happy New
the tube quartette. At other timas he Year and the best to all.
published tends to discourage the act itself. Many an plays it for laughs
and enjoys every minute of his joins a barbershop chorit-,
Thank you all at the Ledger &
individual has been kept from committing a crime sunset years in private life.
There are about 30 Times.
because he did not want to be- branded as a critninal.
was
widowed
• He
in 1969 chapters of barbershop - Dexter Homemakers
The human heart is a,Mysterious thing. It harbors when his wife of 54 years, singing groups in southern
Pansy Pritchett
throughts that could make criminals of most of us, if Robins, died, leaving Burt California with between 1,500
with a four-room cottage to and 2,000 members. Burt has
• left without discipline. • care for in_the San Fernando been warbling close harmony
The Almanac
"Youremernber,too,that the best job of reporting valley.
for 25 years.
,
He lives alone now,
Mustin also is active in the By United Press Inteenational
that the world has ever known is to be foulid in the
Bible. It -gives facts and calls names. It has nb fending for himself altd Masquers Club, a group of
Today is Thursday, Jan. 13,
show business men consisting the-.13th day of 1972.
,
--..--"stiereticows" within its--pages. Its-great ehareeters-- ,getting arAWCI spryly
num fixes a light break- largely of character actors.
The moon is between its last
are praised for their good deeds and condemned for fast for himself each morning
On -days off Burt sits quarter and a new moon.
their sins. It is a perfect example of factual repor- before reporting to NBC in around' the club reading
_The inentin,g stars are
ere newspapers, meg/mines and Mercury and Jupiter.
- Mtg. Any individual desiring 10 be a newspaperman Burbankdriving
himself.
At
!rot!
he
consum!s
talking
show
biz
with
the
. !could study with profit this angleid the Holy Writ..So
The evening stars are Venus,
a large lunch us the studio other veteran performers. his Mars and Saturn.
:we come back to the problem of deciding what to commiegary
or at a nearby his favorite hangout for lunch
• Those born on this day are
,publish, and what not to publish, in a new50aPer• restaurant. When he , gets on days off.
.
under the sign of Capricorn.
•.Our creed at the Times-Tribune is a simple one: If it home in the evening the
Every Sunday morning
From-rags-to-riches Horatio
:is a court record, the people are entitled to know it.,, octogenarian settles for a bowl Burt fires up his late'model Alger was born Jan. 13, 1834.
'We do not publish rumors,gossip,petty items. We do . M cereal
sedan
and &him ._to
On this day in history:
.A cleaning woman stops
iy;rood
Presbyterian
In 1733 James Oglethorpe and
-not-"blow up" crime_stories out of proportion-to their h •••AN.
a._
1.
once
a
week
to
;BOUM
-1
_:----- truportance. Wido not strive for sensationalism. We - keep the place shipshape, but Church: He never fails to some 130 British colonists
attend- services. --arrived at Charleston. on the
:do not crusade. We.merely publish the news as Burt is his own gardener.
."The Lord's been good to American Atlantic Coast. They
,
"Robin&
had
a
green
7 accurately and fairly as we can, humanfrailties and
me," he explains, "imd it had a charter to form, a colony
thumb" ise says. "Flowers Wouldn'A
be right for me not to in what today is the state of
'errors considered; and leave the juddIng to the •-:'and shrubs
'' sued tq grow 'lust
be thankfuL
•courts."
Georgia.
- 14
right for her. It w.as a labor of
As
In 1864 American songwriter
love. With me it's just plain with-The -II,he has any dates
fairer sex, Mustin Stephen Foster died in New
war
ll.r1 .,and things don't grow so
bed.
York City, with only 35 cents in
en Years Ago Today '
"No,"
he said."I'm afraid his pocket.
homeis
as
,at
D/Lustin's
.
LEDGER A TIMES
In 1963 President Sylvanus
Men in service Psi. Boyce D. McClard, whose wife, Geraldine, as the man himself. He-never diet romance business is all
behind
me.
without
a
There
was
of the West African
leaves'
only
Olympic
',lives it Almo, has been assigned to Company E, 399th Regiment
ne
ex- one good woman in my life, nation of Togo was assassinatan
. ;at Fort Cluiffee, Ark. James C. Knight,son of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil jacket the7cktie,
'Knight of,Murray Mite Six, is undergoing recruit training at the plaininv- 'When you're old and that's mote than most ed.
and-'ugly
good looking men can say - especially at
In 1970 the breakaway state
Naval Training Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
of Biafra surrendered to federal
I James Johnson, executive-secretary of the Murray Chamber/.,4-ardrobe is your best asset. my age."
Mustin should be a Nigeria ending a 30-month civil
He is proud of the fact that
Commerce, reported that there are 7,205 families in Calloway shining
example for all old war in which hundreds of
he
weighs
within
three
pounds
County. Of these 3,841 own one automobile, MO own twp{1115 own
of his weight at age.19 when people. He is bright, alert and thousands died, mostly of
three or more,and only 1237 have no automobile.
•
he graduated from Penn- blessed with a snow of humor. starvation.
•
Dr. Hugh McElrath gave some historical baskgfitiad of the city sylvania
Military College Hi is a delightful 'companion
of Murray in his talk before the Murray,ROtary -Club: --Hunter back -in 003..
" - X-thought for today: Abrato IR who know him.
Love was in charge 'of the prograrn.Barbershop singer
hani Lincoln staid, "Truth is
_
GIA salesman in Pitts-Birgit
New You Know
genellf ihrThearvrndicatibit
an later in Tucton, Ariz., By United Press
international against slander."
The
"oldest,
formatV
written
rustin came to acting fate in
it ieregalred4ctewards, that a man be found faithful.'
,
Hi. But his "interest in show language in the world is
Cerintidanv412.
Street originally meant •
singing.
3,39a.
hum
liumerian,
dating"'
back
to
stems
business
paved- way -1116-EaTlIP-troni the
&ply;possessions are a trustirom God. A reckoning day nitist
He was, and still is, an active
Latin stratum..
come.
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an emperor Is

eelebratink iritlst sOund apeconvinced by the praise and adulation
daily hollow to the -peole of East
of his own court that he is wearing ao
Berlin, who are left as •poWeriess as
Suit of new *doom that aetually does
- --ever to penetrate their walL-The- eas- -nOt-eicTsf.-Iftikes an innOcent child to
-ing-of -travel=reatFictions-is-a-ene Nay - tell- him that he-is parading naked
-deal. It-does notapply tothem.
dOwitlite street.
Seldom has a dipknuatie agreement
Thg. *nu of Soviat4liplornitey to .
Involving' such elementary
woo Weal Germany closer to-the East
been endowed wiTh_such significance.
and_ tirive_At_wedge-into-tbe NATO alIn negotiating with, the Best'Gerliance is easy enough to see 7except
_ mans. the _West German:government
by statesmen who -are-asking us -to
" has made its first _ concession.- that
admire -a new set of Communist
East Germany is a sovereign „gate.
clothes on exhibit in Berlin.
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The impact on families which
suffered a Mental illness, yenand families is

spouse is presently ill will be
studied by a scientist who pioneered in the first systematic research of this kind.
A grant from the Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare's National Institute Of Mental Health has been awarded to
the researcher. Dr. John A.
Clausen of the University of
California at Berkeley,- to initiate a four-year project which
will follow-up and extend his
earlier work.
Three group•. of families inwhich either a husband or a
wife has been hospitalized for a serious mental illness will be
studied.
One group consists of families in which one spouse was
-hospitalized for mental illness
iome IQ to 15 Years ago. In the
current folloseup, it is hoped to
learn how Many families are
still intact, how well the former
mental patients have adjusted,
and how the family adapted
over the long run to the mental
illness.
The second study will involve
two groups: one on the east
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He believes that by studying,
the new patients and the =Vita
of their illness on their Writhes
he will be able to assess what
changes, if any, have taken place

* STARTS SUN. - 3 DAYS ONLY *

"AMERICAN WILDERNESS"

in the past several years in light
of the modernization and wider
availability of mental health
services.
Dr. Clausen hope% to determine how these changes have in-
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The story of a country girl in Chicago/
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Dear Mom & Dad
Have gone to Chicago
to seek fame and fortune,
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Don't wait up.
love. T.R

ParernovAl Riterips Presents

T. K.BASKIN-

A Herbert Ross-Peter Hyoms Production

riT740Colo,* TECMNKOLOr
A Peremou•I

(MURRAY
DOUGHNUTS GALORE
AUCKLAND (API - A New
Zealander, T.K. Mcguire, has
designed a three-speed automatically controlled. doughnut_
machine that Can turn them out
at the rate of 18, V.or 36 dozen
an hour Themachine works on
the basis that a-dOitgliint
about 90 Seconds to fry.
McGuire says he can Supply
overseas buyers *ith a machine
for $1.610 which he says'An
"
little more thari half'the tint of
a.00e-spe,ed American machine.
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include some which figured_in,

adaptation to mental illness.
One change be has observed
is that persons-hospitalized now
are:more severely ill than were
patisints hospitalized prior to the
1950's when drugs were introduced for the treatment of mental illness.
His new studies will include
some patients who are hospitalized and some who are receiving outpatient treatment today,
but who might have been hospitalized years ago for mental
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iss _Marcia Rudd Hayes Exchanges Vows
With Michael tee Ayer In Ce!ertiony,AL
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Linen_.ShOWer,_Reld
At JacksoriAloiiie
For Miss Corshran

FBI:RTHSA

_

Thursday, January 13
A shower for Mr. and Mee.
Coleman Reeder apt
daughter ages four and eight,
will be held at the Lynn Grove
School at seven p.m. The family
lost their home, furhishings,
and clothesin a fire on Saturday
morning.

•thit- home of Mrs.
LT.
, Hamilton Aventine,
Saturday, Jammary 11
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood is scheduled to have
-a noon luncheon at the home of
Mrs. Harry Sparks with Mrs.
.Maurice Christopher as the
assist:Ile hast.ess
_
-

MILLER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Miller of
Route Two are the
Murray
parents of a baby girt, &ziggla
-iiiki will be
-e llOwir
Another delightful courtesy Gail, weighing seveh pounds
Sunday, January 11
extended to Miss _Linda thirteen ounces, born on Sua- host to the Jhckson Merketing
The
Murray
Woman's
Cochran, bride-elect 'crDickie day, January 9, at 3i22 p.m. at area at the Calloway County
Bowling AssOeiation will meet
Hodge, was the neighborhood the Murry-Calloway County, Court House at eight p.m.
1
at 2:30 p.m. at Corvette Lanes.
linen shower held Thursday„ Hospital.
They have another daughter,'
"Free Book Return Night"
January 6, at seven-thirty
By Abigail Van Buren
Monday, January 17
o'clock in the evening at the Tammy Lynn, age four. The will be held at the Calloway
home of Mrs. Kenneth Jackson father is a agent for the Com- Public Library from five to
The Penny Homemakers Club
monwealth- Life; Insurance eight p.m. Persons may return will fheet at the Holiday Inn at
on Farris Avenue.
DEAR ABBY. How long are you going to pollute the
overdue books without paying a ten a.m. with Mrs. Thomas
The hostesses for the special Company.
world with your ignorance?
Grandparents are Mr. and fine.
occasion were Mrs.- Jackson,
James as hostess.
Someone wrote and told you that in his native country
Mrs. Tony Rayburn, Mrs. Fred Mrs. William B. Miller -of
The Murray Chapter of the
'The Almo 441 Club will _meet
(India) it was, all, right under certain conditions to make
Murray Route TWo and Mr. and
Keel, and Miss Barbie Keel.
Secretaries
National
another man's wife Oregnalat.)tild yOu-replied, "Thai* you
Miss Cochran chose to wear Mrs. Hollis Hale of Murray at 3:30 p.m. at the--school Association wit--have a lunfor illustrating a point which we in the Western World are
from her trousseau a green knit Route Six. Great grandparents cafeteria.
cheon and business meeting at
apt to forget. We represent a very small part of the world,
pant suit. A personal gift to her are Mrs. Lula Miller of Murray
the Southside Restaurant at
and Alta we consider 'immoral' or 'unethical' is not necesCamp 592 of the Woodmen of
from the hostesses was a recipe Route Two,Mr.rand Mrs. Elmer
twelve noon.
f
sarily 'immoral or usethica1 ,in other ..,countrieti aild for
box and she gave each guest a Miller, 319 Woodlawn, Murray, the World will meet at the WOW
other cultures_"
The
Hall
p.m.
WSCS
at
seven
of
the Russell's
card to write one of their and Mrs. Flora Hale, 403 Elm
•
- • -Chapel United Methodist
fa veritmetpes for her file.lbe Street, Marrar_.
he is wrong and 89 as yaul .gist becaula they_da
t..• • : s. Will tneet
at the hotheor'
it in other countries doesn't make it right. - Clum-b e r
hostetinetpresentid-W'
Presbyterian Women of the Mrs. Mellie Hopson at one pin.You ignorant woman. Have you not read the Ten
with a blue blanket as a wed!
Commandments? Have you not read in the New Testament
North Pleasant Greve Church
*
will meet at the home of Mrs.
that Christians are to go all over the world'andteach the
The bride-elect'S mother,
gospel? That includes India, too.
Edd Glover at seven p.m.
Mrs. Clifton Cochran, wore a
• 4.
_
ft is polluters like you who delude ignorant people into
red, white, and navy pant suit,
believing that immoral acts are all right. It's time Chris- .
Mrs.. Michael
The
Welcome . Wagon
_ Lee Ayer,
Mrs._.George. _Hodge,
Mrs. Johh Paulk was the Newcomers Club will meet at
tians everywhere wrote to You and demanded that yob speak
mother of the groom-elect, was
IMarcia
Miss
Rudd
Hayes,
of
pink
nosegay
With
carnally=
-the truth.
DISGUSTED WISH YOU, daughter of-Dr.and Mrs.
attied in a black and white knit gracious hostess to the regular 7:30 p.m. at the First Christian
orcid lace.
meeting cif the Xi Alpha Church with Mrs. Jane Smith of
Thomas
Hayes,
slid"
of
Murray,
'DEAR DISGUSTED: The essence of ali religions la
Jame_s Sexton, Idedisentille,
Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma the Elementary Education
Games were played by the
Michael Lee Ayer, 30n of Mr: served as best man-Alabers
love your neighbor as your. *.J love one's.
Phi,
January 6.
Department of Murray Stare
and Mrs.
Cashman were wwiam cashmais-Ayer, group. The honoree opened her
we must respect his beliefs, tbo they be diffellint
After usa group assembled at Univversity as speaker.
many.
gifts
-which
had
*
s
een
Ayer,Sr;amadiabeville, were Je., Frankfort, brother-tribe
owe. To try to Impose our values on others is not only
theloelyne of Mrs. Paulk in
denial of their rights, but also a form of arrogance, which - united In -Marriage in a can- • -gi'-oom, and Marcus Roderic plact-on'a tabitoverlaid with a Whitnell states, the meeting
white cloth and centered with a
The Baptist Women of -the
dlelight ceremony at the First Hayes, brother of the bride.
In itself is irreligious. An ancient Hebrew prayer put it _vary
WEIA call4d to order with the Grace Baptist Church are
Presbyterian Churehof ivinrray
yor her daughter's wedding. floral arrangement with ber- preiide
well:
Mrs. Ray Sims scheduled to meet at seven p.m.
on Friday, December 31, at six Ibis's. Hayes wore a blue knit twig candles. Across the front of leading
From the cowardice that shrinks from new truth.
in the opening at_the church..
the
gift
an
table
orchid
was
o'clock
in
the
evening.
, ensemble with matching acFrom the laziness that is content With half-truths,
ritual. +
streamer
With
the
words,
The double ring ceremony cessories and a corsage of pink
From the arrogance that thinks it kiiiins all truth.
The Minutes of the last
Friday, January 14
"Linda and Dickie", placed on
was performed by the minister, camellias.
Oh. God of Truth, dettver us."
meeting and treasurer'S report
The
the
North
streamer.
Murray
Charles Moffett.
Mrs. Ayer, mother of the
Were given. The service -com- _HOMethakers
Club will meet atDEAR ABBY:,Tell that lady who is allergic to eigitretThe vows were recited-in a groom, chose for her -sows Refreshments of 4.0kpc., mitter reported'
that the
M A 1CO'a remarkalde
smoke that I have the same problem. Only I have asthma
setting of white Snapdragons', wedding a green knit dress suit cokes. and coffee were served Christmas basket was delivered
Ear, a complete hearing
on top of it.
sunburst chrysanthemums, with matching accessories. Her buffet style from the table on
•
Eve.
Plans were
,
1
Worn all in the ear.
white gladioli, ivy, and leather corsage was also of pink overlaid with a white cloth arid
s
the
I put a great big-sign CID my front door Which says,"NO'center'.'
leat_ern.Thilandl$
co ;s; wires or- tubes: Not
Pew))
SMOKING 1=44411:40hr%e
mittee
for
•
the
upcoming
:
rg rec
tan with sand 411 it
"cure", SeCretEar is a vat
1-maaodiv'rm*.wie
Mrs.John ttudd,Old Hickory arrangement.
standing on
Twenty persons were present Valentine Banquet in February.
uable hearing help for that'
Tenn.„
'maternal
greatr •
Mrs.
John
Emerson
was
in
A program of nuptial music grandmother of the bride, for the shower.
Some people .hnie called me a mental case. My own'
charge of the program "Better
Girl Scout Troop '196 held its sands troubled by mild nerv
son, for one. He hates having -to dash outside for a smoke .• was Presented by. Mrs-Donald pinned to ensemble a corsage of
Thinking". Mrs. Emerson gave
bimonthly meeting on Monday, deafness, the most comm
every timeite-eenteato see-me,. but I tell him that it he has Burehfield, •organist, . end pink carnations.
a . personality test and each
January 10, at Robertson hearthe impairment:
to smoke that's HIS problem, and I am not going to get sick- James Holmes, Calvert City,
Reception
Can SecretEar help YOU
person answered questions School. A discussion was held on
..
over it.
vocalist. The traditional
Immediately following the
applied to' them.' After ithe
badges to be worked on by the Send coupon below for f
wedding marches were used. ceremony,a reception wasibeld
rittre pity smokers. They stinki RUTH Di
Home Evaluation Form. N
question and Mover Lieriod
• u
- --Dem
-the---fellowShIlOtalror-lhe -ThriviteN-tt
each girl graded themselves on trZtellinving-patiai•-oCReeis obligation.
Entering the sanctuary chard
'
. •
the type of personality they had. were selected:
.
I have a .sister
lie-- Escorted hy herfatherrthe_heide7___urs:_puul_Lyrul, mrs. Rupert
A short dialogue-lenient After the closing 'ritual and FutI
iton.
ghtighg
smoking on yilsiasie:Bhe has a lovely little metal "sign'' in'
PitroIL-Leaderi
!irk(' Serreika—
f nfor,
- motion to
wore an Mexican lace cage gown Tynes,_mrs_ Will Eachre
Mrs. David Roos „as* Mrs. tdizpah,.eefreshmeuts. were Kay Adams,'Asst., Stacey
her tiring roakelf*dieb reads,"Thanks for not smoking!"
"matin candlelight ivory Peau de and Mrs. William Cashman Helen Bennett was abeut Jonah served by'Mrs. Paulk and Mrs"
sole, featuring a high neckline Ayer, Jr., presided at the and the whale and God's plan Junior Story.
DEAR ABBY: When I read that letter from the heartRunning Scout Patrol- Address
broken, worped sick wife whose husband almost never
and long pointed sleeves. Her serving table, which aas for saving the Assyrians, as told
Those attending the meeting Leader Susan Noul, Asst., Terri
wrote to her from Viet Nam, it reminded me of a great idea
veil of English illusion fell from covered with white linen and An the booklet written by Roger were
ty
State
Mesdames, Tommy
I've had ever since World War II when my husband did me „. a coronet of lace and was centered with a bouquet of N. C,aratenen. /
Running Water - PatrolCarraway,
Charles
Chilcutt,
Most Respected
the same way.
gathered at the back to form a white snapdragons, orchid
The program was given.in the John Emeraon, Joe Ginn, John Leader, Karen Brandon,,Asst.,
cathedral
train.
motifs
Lace
mums,
sunburst
and
pink
Group III.pay of the Christian Hine, Mike Morgan, John Valeri King,
I would like to.recommend to the Secretary of Defense
adorned her veil, which was carnations, on either side of
- Uteri new set** iibboabe crTeafed which could be added
FellOwship Of the Paulk, Gerry Ftequiuth, Frank west
Thvi
e-e;Trmaraing
oop visited thete
also
bordered
lace.
.in
which was a silver can- First Christian •Church.. Mrs. Robinson, Ray Sims, Tony
to those worn so proudly on uniformed chests This One
for
aico Hearin AO
She carried a colonial bouquet delabrum.'
would he black with a white stripe running down the Oentif.
Jesse McNutt Was the hostess in Taylor, &lice Thames, and their December meeting and
of
white
sweetheart
roses
and
To_ be awarded to skunks who don't write home-,- ..Mrs _Thomas
her twine
Miss William-Williams.-71-1.leffersan- St
carob; -according- to
•
white sunburst munisroutlined Thompson, Washington, D.C., Rosetta Henry assisted her.
MARRIED TO ONE
Elizabeth Hendon,Scribe Troop
Paducah.-Ky. 42001_
with lace. Her only jewelry was served the wedding cake -froi. -.118fs. W.Z. Carter, chairman,
198.
Must's your problein? You'll feel better If you get it off a dianiond pendant,a gift ffoin the bride's table, which was
4ened the meeting with group
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 07N, Los Angeles. Cal. the groom.
covered with white linen and ,Prayer. Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr.
NM. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
Mrs. Marcus Roderic Hayes, draped with garlands 'of •-cvy read the minutes and gave the
ouvelope.
Jackson, Tenn., sister-in-law of with sunburst mtuns and white' treasurer's report. Plans were . Mike Vaughn and Mrs. Daisy
the bride, was matreit of honor. bows.
made to send cards to Mrs. R. DU/la -have returned to their'
For Abby's new booklet. 'What Teen-Agers Want to Her empire style gown was of 'Mrs. James Holmes presided L:Wade who was transferred to home in Chicago, 111., after
Gleason made up his Mind and that was that
Knew." send Si to Abby. Box 07011. Los Angeles. Cal. SONO. orchid crushed velvet with at the register table, which held a convalescent home in visiting relatives in and around
He had to get rid of the surplus fat
'silver brocade. She carried a an arrangement of ,white Memphis, Tenn.; Mrs, L. M. 'Murray. Mrs. Joan Vaughtrof
You can too Call
sweetheart roses.
Overbey,'Puryear, Tenn. and Murray accompanied them
•s•
holm*.
Mr. and Mrs. Ayer are William Nall, a heart patient in
While in Murray they
-making their home in Murray, Memphis, Tenn., and Mrs.
where both are seniors at Truman Smith who received celebrated the 16th birthday of
Miss Gail Elaine Vaughn,
Murray State University.
Injuries in a recent fall.
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs.
Out-of-town guests for the
The meeting closed with the
Harold Vaughn in the Vaughn
y 94
3 Mi . East of Murray on
wedding were Mr. and Mrs. CWF prayer.
—
-home.
- John Shanklin and Miss Janet
Ky.
Others present were Miss
Murray,
Those attending were Mr.and
Young Manklin,Louisville;
Zoe-----gehultz, Hamburg,
Mrs.
Rex
Cam;and
daughter,
and Mrs. James Powell-, Gerntatty, who is teaching
Elkton; Mr. and Mrs. Robert German in the University ,here, Laura, Mr. and Mrs. .Larry
Gillespie,Dallas,Texas,-James_ Mrs.-William-Porter, and Mrs. Parks and Stacy, Sherry
Vaughn, Mrs,
-,,.Dunn, Mike
Gillespie, Lexington; Mr. and George Hart.
Vaughn, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
- - Mrs. William Hopkins and Miss'
Vaughn and -girls and her
Sharon Hopkins, Madisonville;
friend, Kirk.
and Mr. and Mrs. James Rudd,
They also visited in the home
Old Hickory, Tennessee.
of Mr. and. Mrss Richard Tynes
Rehearsal Dinner of Murray Route Two,-Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs.,William Cash1304 Chestnut • Murray - 753=8365
Mrs. Ricky Alexander of
man Ayer, Sr., Madisonville,
Murray Route Two, Mr. and
Were hosts at ádlnner at the
Supply the power for toys,
Mrs. Connie Morgan of Murray
Holiday Inn of Murray On
Route
Six,
Mrs.
Mr.
Larry
and
gear and household at a
camp
Thursday, December 30, at
Many Colors and Sizesto Choose From
A bridal shower planned to
seven-thirty .Ih the, evening, tellsor bride-elect, Miss -Debra Parks, Miss Pattie and Jimmie
savings with EVERREADY batteries
following the rehearsal for the &BBB, was given on Friday, Lee Casper, Mayfield Route
Seven.
Hayes-Ayer. wedding.
January 7th, in the home of
A special reunion supper was
Guests hi addition to the
* USE OUR 1.AYAWAY PLAN *
Wt. Rob Gingles of Murray. held in the home of Me. and
bridal couple were Dr. and Mrs. Hostesses were Mrs. Gingles
Mrs. Rex Camp of Murray
James Thomas Hayes, Mr. and and Mrs. Bobby Nance.
WEle they were here.
Mrs. James Relines, Mr. and
an
held
table
The
serving
Mrs. Witham tashinan Ayer,
Rack Dacron & Polyester Dresses (Fall & Winter)
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Marcus, arrangement of yellow and .Ripening pears
•1 Rack Gay Gibson Junior Dresses
Roderio Hayes, Mr. and'-Mrs. white daisies and baby's breath.
•1 Group Bras & Hose
I
111(0
pears are
/
1
41 Mr fet hulls
Paul Lynn, Mrs. Donald Bur- The hostesses presented the
•1Rack of Odds & Ends-Tops, Slacks-Coats-Suits •All Scarves
it,st livened oft thy
chfield, Miss Brenda Scott, and honoree with a white daisy
If the pears you ourCorsage.
James Sexton.
._
•All Gloves - leather, Pig_ Skin, Drivin Gloves
i-host,' al the market are not
The guest list included Miss rip. arrange them ..m a
Pt
CASH ON SALE MERCHANDISE
Smith. her mother, Mrs. Robert fruit bowl until they yield
Montfirrante, Mrs. Huel to t.; e itt t. pressure. Ripe ,
Directions for leanup aftmother of the groom- pv-irs should be refrigeratHaygood,
er using water soLuitle paint
such as latex: af.,.er squeez- elect, Mrs. Lawson Haygood, - edROSES 'REGULAR ,60 -packing excess paint f rom'brush- tiff:I..'Pit'1-ktYgOod-;
•
Paschall.,
Lewis
Paschall,
Mrs.
es or rollers in water, get
Mature
SHOP.
them really clean and softly
Mrs. Hugh Deering, Miss
; has a
It t. init.!
flexible by washing-in a pail Susan Adama,•Mrs: Ted Nancy, 'nildrr.
ROSES FOR
I ind II is yrotrably
of warm suds: Rinse again
MP's. Hubert Deering, Mrs. Guy
111,41sire
will ha ve
said
JANUARY
and hang the painting tools Nance, Mrs. 'Cecil Paschall,
inning quality TItc.
Mrs.
the
and
O.T.
Paschall,
its
if
to
dry,
hard
down
sttoutd
bristles
for
1^ir
!turd
SAYINGS
OPEN 8:30 A.M.-6:00' P.M.
hostesses.
bully mature.
brushes.

We ttus-f----F;&for
neighbpr's-beliefs

Mrs. John Paulk
Hostess For Meet
Sorority Chapter

Good for
what
ails

-suit.

your
hearing.
j.
g.pwinif

Girl Scold Troop

at.

ION

Robertson School

Dialogue Given At
Group Meet At
Wane

-

rot,

P.

•

eST
r5Y

IN AN
ALL NEW
OLLEC1I0

rtiy

i1N
*

3314

Tue.

-Family Events Are
Field .Here Recently

753-2962

JUST -ARRIVED!!

Special Offer!
with big Savings

Miss Debra Smith
Honored At Shower
At Gingles Home

TOWN & COUNTRY SHOP

Talbott Knit- lantzen
Douglas Marc and Mr:line

DACRON & POLYESTER SPRING COATS, 8-20

Prodoctio
•

I-3694
in. *

.8
011110

odora -

laue
NM sot a

PARTY DRESSES
•1

1/2 Price

/
1
2 Off

c

1/2 Price

sqyqsh

-

•••'.•

-
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Raich Looks For'Post
With Cleveland Indians

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUC1L

UThm labels
All Remarks

forltadhir

'Just Talk'

—

Rupp Angered„--=
Over Losing
ayne To

Standings maryland, N.C.
T,„,
..,,,p Contenders
For ACC Honors

Chaps Pull Off
Comeback Win

Stars Place Three
In All-Star Lineup

ug. tiln 1 TUPT)-:A - -million "domed stadiumL4he
Id" h taken
f the
its most significant step to date
toward becoming a reality on
the._ Detroit riverfront-it has
the-Tigers- -a-e-iii-principal
tenants.
The tigers signed a 40-year
.lease for games in the,
controversial planned strilaure
. -.-- Wednesday, it was anhounced
because of a "lack of depth" by club owner John E Fetzer
for what was believed to be
and injuries,
Kentucky, which plays six of _ little or nothing in rent.
The development apparently
its first eight conference games
at home, visits Florida (Satur- finalized the ideological split
day) and Georgia (Monday) between the Tigers and Detroit
this weekend and, speaking of Lions over a new stadium site
injuries, Florida (7-3) will be - -and meant they will no longer
without the services of SEC be sharing the same showers
scoring leader Tony Miller. Mil- after . 1975, target date for
ter, who was averaging 28.8---„ completion of the structure to
ppg, hasn't played since break ' replace antiquated Tiger Staing his hand in the Gator Bowl dium.,
.
William Clay Ford, owner of
finals Dec. 29..
The Tennessee Vols (7.44)._,_the National Football league
Kentucky's leading contender*-- _dub, announced the Lions'
the SEC, will be at Georgia • move to nearby Pontiac, Mich.,
( 5-4) Saturday and then move -13 monthe ago. He cited the
down to Florida Monday. The need for a stadium designed for
Wildcats and Volk figure to football, plus the problems of
remain tied for the conference. financing; parking, Space, and
.or'
that little jauntorThe Pontiac group
until they meet head-on in Lax- ..plans a twin, covered set of
ington. Ky., the following Satur- stadiums without a dome.
Chairman Tom Adams of the
day.
In SoiltheAst action Wednes-_, Wayne County Stadium Authoriday night, fourth-ranked South -. V and Mayor Roman S. Gribbs
Carolina outclassed Manhattap of Detroit flanged Fetzer when
he nonchalantly started the 500116-78 behind seven-foot Danny
Traylor's 37 points, 20 rebounds 600 persons in attendance at the
and six blocked shots; Memphis Tigers' annual winter partY.
"We have guaranteed Wayne
State trowiced Louisiana State
82-65; and Georgia Tech, be- County we will not encumber
deviled by a full-court press, them with any taxes," Adams
scored only two field goals in said of the financing of the
eight minutes to fall to Rice 87- proposed stadium near the
eighth loss in 19 current site of Cobo Hail. It
wouict
games.
baseball and have an additional
There are no major college
basketball games scheduled in'-6,000 seats available for the
the Southeast tonight or Friday. eight to 10 football games a
In other Saturday action, Van- year Adams said would be
es.sential to its•- financial sucderbilt (8-3) will be at Alabama
(5-4, Auburn ( 6-5) will be at cess.
Ground-breaking is hoped for
Louisiana State ( 2-7 prior to
last night's game at Memphis this fall, with completion 36
State), and Ole Miss (7-4) will months thereafter, "if everything moves well,'' Adams sant
be at Mississippi State (8-4).
•

r

•

_seat_

ack flicklaus Look
_

For Another Good Year
By J&E SARGIS
UPI Sports Writer
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif.
(UPI)-Last year Jack Nicklaus won four tournaments and
a quarter million dollars while
playing in only 18 events.
His 1972 plans call for about'
the same kind of schedule and,
naturally, he'd tike to win
another quarter million plus at
least one of the big four of the
PGA championship, Masters
and British and u.S. Opens.
Today, after a layoff of five
weeks he starts off in pursuit or
all that money in the • Bing
Crosby National pro-am, one of
those carnival events on the
winter schedule. However, its
winners purse of $28,000 is
nothing to laugh at.
Nicklaus, Los Angeles Open
champ George Archer. 1971
PGA Player of the Year Lee
Trevino, Billy Casper and
defending champ Tom Shaw
are the "name" players in a
170-man Crosby pro field.
Among the missing this year
is Arnold Palmer, who played
pobiqy ifi-IM Los Angeles Open
and has gone home to rest upuntil the Hawaiian Open next
month.
"I'm going to concentrate,"
Palmer said, "on playing less
and hopefully better. I just
couldn't putt at Los Angeles."
-Trevino, who won the British
and U.S. Open titles last year
and. $231,000, also had putting
problem at Los Angeles. He
never has won a uahfornia
tournament and said he thinks
it's time he did.
Shaw won the 1971 Crosby
and nothing else the rest of the
year while Casper broke Ids
shutout at the Kaiser International in October. Both play
well in the Crosby.
Off his play in the last four
1971 events and his big playoff
victory over Dave Hill and
Tommy Aaron in the LA Open.
Archer is the big favorite to
win .tbe...(r9sPYUnO). ..e7/!fl
though he says winning two in a
row is almost impossible.
"Heck, I played real well last
year and I won only two
events," said Archer, Who
banked nearly $1511,000 in 1911.
The Crosby format is unlike
any other on the tour. As many.
amateurs are in the field 1.170 I
as pros and they play as two-

man teams for three rounds
before the cut is made for the
final round. Thus, each player
gets in a round at the three
courses before the low 70 pros
and low 33 pro-am teams wind
things up on Sunday at Pebble
Beach.

,,Murray Stein will
righi.He'sdorealW Wit-years
Ohio Valley Conference season we've -lost to Murray.
He's a
Saturday against Morehead complete player-a great
without its outstanding forward,
scorer, a demon on defense,
Les Taylor, who broke his right fast, strong-it would take two
hand in last Saturday's game or three players
to replace
_against Lana College.
Taylor, a 6-3 junior . from.
It's been suggested that
Carbondale, Ill., was averaging Taylor patterns
himself after
was
the
29.1 points a game and
the New . York Knicks',
:Welt
fourth leading scorer in the Oraiier,:orth
e ,om Taylor used to
nation going into the Louisiana see play at Southern Illinois
game. He will be out of action University in his
home town,
for at least five weeks and may
but Taylor denies it, don't try
miss the jest of the season.
to pattern myself after anyone.
Murray Coach Cal Luther
I'M just myself. I figure that's
called Tayfor's loss a good enough to get it."
treiiiiiidotis-biliw to his team
Luther says a comparison of
which had won 7 games and lost,
Tay/or and Frazier is not
2 and held victories over legitimate. "Frazier gets most
Bradley, Oral Roberts, and
of histuff from outside, but Les
University of the Pacific.
takes it inside and jams it down
-Les was not only our leaciing
their throat."
scorer, he also led our defense,
. When it was suggested that
was one of our best rebounderS;-Taylor likewise would have to
and our team leader," Luther
adapt to the outside when he
said. "The team alwaykturned
turned pro "ter disagreed.
-to-Min-for the big plays In our
"IRS plays big," he said, "like
tough games so his loss will be
he's 6-6 or 6-7. He'll go great on
an emotionerstiock to them, too.
the inside in the pros. He's got
He's the best player I've ever
some unbelievable tools.'
coached," Luther continued,
Although one of the nation's
the best 6-3 player in
top scorers who has hit better
ArneliCa.- -CW or these days,
than 50 percent of his shots the
he's going to make a great pro".
last two seasons, Taylor says
Taylor had score
.
d 40 points in
he's not all that turned on by
one of Murray's • games this
shooting and scoring.
season and 39 in two. He was
--- -"Everybody can shoot'-',--he
name outstanding player In the
said, -but very few shoot and
Evansville Holiday Tourplay defense. That's what I
nament after scoring 39" peints
want to do. Play defense, pass
against University of the
well, rebound, and things tike
Pacific and 33 against Evanthat. Not everybody can do
sville.
•
that."
'Evansville's Don Buse. highly
regarded defensive player who
held Southwestern's Dwight
Lamar to 17 points last year,
called Taylor the best player he . ge
hod entre played against After he,IR
scored 33 against him. "I was at
Olympic camp," Buse said,
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP)"and there were a lot of players
there, guys like Southern Cal's Procedures for selecting a new
Paul Westphal. But Taylor is head football coach will be
better than all of them. He has determined Saturday ,by
Morehead State University's
all that strength, that great
leaping ability and he shoots the athletic committee.
University President Dr.
ball about as well as anyone
Adron Doran said a successor to
you'll see. He's great".
When asked to assess what coach Jake Helium would be
Taylor's toss would mean -to nen:led_ as.soon as passible.
Hallutn. has resigned, efMurray, - --Eastern Kentucky'
Giiy"Strenge-sard7qrSihe •-:Tetive • - Friday, VS' -take en
iame as if Western Itintucky assistant coaching post with the
had lost Jim McDaniekra year University 'of Maryland. He
four
ago." Eastern Kentucky and coached at Morehead
Murray were pre-season seasons. .
favorites expected to attle it
our for the OVC chain ionship
this season.
You can start [cisme weight today.
MONADEX is a tiny tablet and witty
Coach Ken Ttickeyi whose to
take. -MONADEX will help curb
Oral Roberts team has lost only your dwaira for 11401411 100d. Eat lasweigh less. Contains no clangorous
to Murray this season, called drugs and will not malt• you nervous.
Taylor a super plaYer. "I saw No strenuous exciercise. Change your
149 • • start today- MONADEX poets
Taylor play in high school and I $3.00 for a 20 day supply. Loss ugly
fat
money lent b• ref undid
thought then he could play for withornoyour
questions asked. MONADEX
u
mold
with
this
guarantee by.
anyone, including UCLA. His
play at Murray the last two Wallis Drag-Store-Murray-Mail
seasons has proved that I was Orders Filled

!ew Coach To
ChOsen At
orehead U.

LOSE UGLY FAT

HAUGHTON ELECTED
NEW YORK(UPI) -Witham
R. "Billy" Haughton has been
elected president of the Stan- ,
4•11110 4E1W 011■1Re IIMO.
%NW0Inge0.1•111.0•41=e0
enNeo in.
dardbred Owners Association„
SHIPMENT
I
*
NEW
*
replacing Al Lippe.
a
o
Haughton has had a distin- o 8-Track and Cassatte Tapas
guished career in harness
Dixieland Center
racing as an owner, trainer and 'LEACH'S TV AND MUSIC
4•1111.04MInvo 411111110.0.011Me0•4•111v01=1.041111111v0 41=1.011MIllettleMlle04/10
driver.

$295 I

Congratulations. You just saved $5
by doing your own income tax.
And all it cost you was three long,
sleepless nights.
And a slight case of heartburn.
If you had gone to H & R Block, on the
other hand, you could have relaxed while
someone else figured out your
retuen. Quickly and confidentially. Probably unlike any
'way you've ever dons it
before.
And, when you figure
your own, you may be
entitled to dedactions
you're nat_takin4;_ and
taking deductions
you're not entitled to.
For instance, do you
know all about deduc- bons for child care or
casualty losses? Or.
that if your income
increased over the last
.
few years, you may save
tax
dollars by "income_

averaging?" And

even if

you did, would you know how
to go about "income 'averaging"
to begin with? Probably not And there's
no reason why you should. After all.
you're an amateur when it comes to doing
income tax.
You see, when it comes to income taxes,
amateurs should. depend on

We have over 6.000 conveniently located

offices manned by thousands of specially
trained
personnel. They're warm and
friendly people who are anxious to help
you.
Theyll sit you down over a free cup
of
•coffee. and show you some things
about

Open 9 A.M.. 7
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rrAy State Opens
C $eason Saturday

1‘Yeaaease

NEML_YORK (UP11 -Eric Erskine, son of Carl Erskine, •
By JOHN G. GRIFFIN
Reich,. University of Southern Was the 119th player selected in
UPI Spots Editor
Catilarnlii junior pitcher who the regular draft by Cincinnati;
was the No. 1 choice in the Joe Krznich, son of Rocky . NEW ORLEANS._ ( UPI)regular phase of baseball's Krznich, was the 14th player Muhammad All's talk about
annual winter sfree agent,draft taken in the first round of the.'. being anxious for a return
•Wedneaslay, loped_ to_Atign regular phase by the Nevi York' championship bout with. Joe
Frazioris so Tar just that-a
iv-Jana-Yankees, and ioylriJ
shortly with the GTson of the former Cubs'• iat of talk, according to
Indians.
'Frazier's manager, Yancey
Rick Knepper, a native of shortstop, was chosen by the
presently dostoa Red SOX-- -in- - -the i•YYlink- DurhamBohnsboro,
,-Yeah, I've been hearing
_
living in Murray while he is secondary pha-e-e,
about
_Ali talking here and
Clifton
Butcher,
ii
State
attending' Murray
he wants to
By DAVID MOFFff
University, was another first- inch, 185-pound pitcher Worn-, talking there about
. UPI Sports Writer
- Frazier again," said
fight
Tulsa,
Okla.,
became
2
the
No.
third
choice
round draft
as
The outstanding Play of 6selection in the regular phase Durham. "If he's so anxious,
baseman by Philadelphia. Rick
how come nobody has talked to foot-11 Jim Andrews has done
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John when he was picked by the,San
little to cool Adolph Rupp's
Diego Padres and James
zne. ugh?
C. Knepper.
Muhammad is the angel' isiref. losing 7-2 Tom
Other first round choices of San Jose, Calif., a 6-foot, 4- -"Herbert
arranges things for Payne to the pros. The Kenwere-pitcher Robert Alexander ,Inch, 200-pound pitcher was man who
continued. "He tucky coach wanted to use them
Durham
him,"
then
selected
by
the
Texas
by
Mich.,
of Cass City,
has_not tallied to me at all. All both this season.
•
Milwaukee; 6-foot, 10-inch Rangers.
is going aroundlighting a lot of, The 70-year old basketball
Mare Selections
pitcher Wayne Piper of Omaha,
Also, outfielder Thomas Don- people, but he hasn't made a mentor, now in his 42nd and
Neb., by Montreal; pitcher
Lewis Lerner of Panama City, ohue of Westbury, N.Y., by move to fight Frazier again. As probably last season with the
Calif., by Minnesota and in- California; shortstop William far as we're concerned, Joe's Wildcats, had visions of winning
Beach, Fla., by the champion and All needs us. not only his 27th Southeastern
fiçlder GretSinatro of West Meyer of
--CI:inference title but a fifth
(.'plicher Murphy -EpHartford,twin., by Cincinba-11.- Hcrustopp.,
Frazier, looking sound and NCAA crown as well.
"The Indians asked me hew palette., of Arabia, La., by the
Not that he's done that badly
Sox; pitcher Sam Hum- sharp after 160 rounds of
long I thought it would be Whit
of San Bernadino,Calif., sparring-more, Durham says, without Payne. The Wildcats
phelea
before iitould pitch in the
bY Atlanta; Kriziddr- by. the than he ever has done' prior to are presently 8-2 and leading
majors and I told them I
Yankees; infielder-Outfielder any other fight, will defend his the SEC with Andrews averagthought I could make the big
title- for the first time since ing 24.9 points and 13 rebounds
1-ggLakewood,
club in two years," said the*.
Mets; pitcher Cliff beating All when he steps nit° per game.
the
by
foot, 4-inch, 240-pound
ic '
But Rupp figured that a lineHolland of San Carlos, Calif., the ring at River gate Areas at
Los Angeles: "I want„tp: sign
by Boston and first baseman 9 p.m. CST Saturday night up with both Andrews and
with Cleveland and I have a
Rex Peters of- Midland Park, against virtually unknown Ter- Payne, who has played less
figure inmy mind."
ry Daniels of Dallas, Tex. -- than eight per cent Of the time
•
bY the
Reich, who had a 13-t record
Additionally,outfielder Kent,. —"He would have fought since- signing with the Atlanta
for the last two seasons, was
Daiis of Fontana, Calif., byabOner-he wanted to fight in Hawks as a -hardship case- af:
tlie first of 267 players drafted
Kansas City; pitcher John December,"said Durham."But ter his sophomore season at
-152 in the regular phase and
Adams of Phoenix, Ariz., by I wasn't able to arrange for it. Kentucky, would have been one
115 in the secondary phase.
Los Angeles; pitcher Alfred I thought for a while there we of college's best.
Bob Koeppel; a six-foot, 190-the pros don't care whether
Callis of Anaheim. Calif.,_ 1:.;iy would have a fight with George
pound first,
/baseman from
Ken- Kollniyer Chuvalo, but it didn't work they destroy a good college
pitcher
Detroit;
Peoria, ID., who attended
Francisco; out."
team or not," Rupp groused.
Bradley, !las the No. 1 choice of San Diego by San
Meanwhile, the countdown "They sure ruined us by draftpitcher Charles Hendrix of El
in the seeOndary phase and has
Cajon. Calif., by Oaklancl and moves toward the Saturday ing my center Tom Payne."
signett- with the Minnesota:
Robert Gerdes of night scrap which, however- Yoi have to- figurwthe-18th-pitcher
_Twinti-lle-ixas-an_AILAmeritla-1—
§t7IJOUTS: — Iiinsided it appears on paper- ranked Wildcats would be unseleCtion by the Sporting News Miami, Fla.. by American League cham- and hardly a heavyweight beaten and ranked among the
The
last year and had an .883
pion Baltimore Orioles selected championship fight in recent top three college teams in the
• Allugging percentage.
shoitstop Cass Cavell of Salis- years has looked more like a nation right now If they still
Three Sons Selected
and the world mismatch, is a full-fledged title had the towering Payne. After
N
-Three sons of former major bury
. •C"
cnanipion-Pittsburgh Pirates fight with Frazier's crown all, the two losses were by one
leaguers were selected. Gary
chose pitcher Dennis Bolden of every bit as much on the line point in double overtime to
as it was against All.
NewCastle, Ind.
20th-ranked Indiana and by six
two days later to Michigan
State.
Actually, Kentucky probably
would have won _Lbw_ two_ and
been right up there anyway if.
6-3- wiper Torn Parker hadn't
NBA Standings
By United Press International
sprained his ankle in the first
half of the Indiana game. ParEastern Conference
ker, who is averaging 19.8 ppg,
Atlantic Division
missed the last 20 minutes of
W. L. Pct. GB
that contest and all of the next
Boston
30 16 .652 ...
New York
and the Wildcats have won five
3'7
straight since his return.
Philadelphia 2
15
9 21 6 1•5
1:2
1 10,-7
Rupp, who refuses to talk
Buffalo
13 30 302 1517
about whether he will indeed reCentral Division
Press International
Elsewhere,7-4 Tommy Burle- tire at the end of
By
United
this season,
W. L. Pct. GB
The stage has been set for son scored 30 points as North insists the favored Wildcats will
Baltimore
19 23 .452
Saturday's big Atlantic Coast Carolina State blasted Duke, 85- be hard-pressed to win their
Atlanta
16 28 364 4
encounter with a 58, and Greg KohLs hit 37 points _
'Cleveland
-fifth straight SEC championship
15 28 349 41
/
2 Conference
casicif
characters.
surprising
in Syracuse's easy, 106-93
Cincinnati. 12. 31 .279 717
With South Carolina having victory over Canisius. Larry
Western Conference
gone independent, the battle for Finch's 24-point performance
Midwest Division
ACC honors this season was carried Memphis State to an 82W. L. Pct. GB
expected .to be fought between 65 triumph ovef6u1Statie State
Milwaukee
36 10 .783 . .
Maryland and North Carolina. and Mark Wehrle and Danny
Chicago
31 13 .705 4
North
Carolina is in there McGuire scored M each as Rice
26 19 .578
Phoenix
DALLAS (UPI)-The Dallas
fighting but it'll be surprising topped Georgia Tech, 87-74. .
Detroit
17 28 .378 18/
1
2
Chaparrals overcame a 16-point
will
points
provide
Virginia
the
that
26
Knight
scored
Bill
Pacific Division
deficit in the second half
and Kent Scott added 22 as
W. L. Pet. GB opposition.
Wednesday night and slipped
Virginia,
ranked
David.
No.
9
past
cruised
Pittsburgh
Los Angeles 40 5 .889
past Denver, 107-102, in the only
nationally,
boosted
and
its
record
to
Corde
Tom
son, 91-78, and
Seattle
27 19 .587 131
/
2
A ni e r elm. Basketball
12-0 Wednesday night with a 97- Tom Ricciardi combined for 44.
Golden State 25 19 .568 141
/
2
76 rout of George Washington. points as Ohio University beat Association game.
Houston
15 29 .341 24,7
Sirnmie Hall led the -comeNorth Carolina, the No. 3 team, Kent State, 85-74. Tom
Portland
11 35 .239 29'7
back
with 19 points, 17 in the
lifted its record to 10-1 with an Kozelko's. 27-point, I4-rebound
Wedaesday's Results
second half. Dallas took the
81-61
triumph
over
Clemson.
past
'Toledo
carried
effort
Boston 113 Chicago 112
lead with just more than three
North Carolina's only loss was Butler, 78-55.
Cincinnati 107 Los Arig 107
minutes remaining and did -not
.at Princeton.
Buffalo 111 Philadelphia 109
trail again.
--Barry
over
an
Parkhill,
just
Atlanta 104 Milwaukee 102
Steve Jones led -Dallas with
attack of the flu, scored 23
Only games scheduled)
20 points, while Donnie Freepoints despite being rested
- Thursday's Games
man added 19.
much of the game to lead the
Baltimore at Seattle
Paced by rookie Dave RoVirginia
attack. Jim HoNood
40rtly game scheduled )
bisch, The 'Wickets hit 51 per
added 14 points and Frank
NEW YORK (UPI)-The cent from the field and led 12
DeWitt 13 for the Cavaliers.
Western Division-leading Utah points at halftime.
• ABA Standings .
Robisch
North Carolina, with Robert Stars placed Zelmo Beaty,
By United Press International
scored 23 points and had 14
McAdoo scoring 28 points, Willie Wise and Glen Combs in
East
rebounds. Reserve Frank Card
W. L. Pct. GB broke open a close game in the the starting lineup for the ABA added 20 points and Art Baker,
Kentucky
34 9 .791 ... second half and went on to beat All-Star Game in Louisville, Ky. 16.
27 17 .614 7k7 Clemson in an ACC game. The on Jan. 29.
.Virginia
The Rockets held a 12-point
Tar Heels led by only twoLeague writers and broad- lead at the end of the third
19 24 .442 15
Floridians
19 25 432 154,2 points at the half_ before casters from the 11 American quarter but lost the lead when
New York
Pittsburgh
18 28 391 174: erupting in the second half.
Basketball Association cities Dallas' 'Jo Hamilton sank
-Carolina
15 30 .333 20 . North Carolina Coach Dean Wednesday also selected Roger three straight free throws
with
Smith was charged with a Brown of Indiana and Ralph
West
2:59 remaining.
double
technical
and
ejected
W. L. Pct. GB
Simpson olDenver to round out
from the game at the half and the starting five against the
Utah
31 14 .00
• Indiana
25 19 .568 5% Tates Locke, Clemson's coach, East.
lolich To Be Honored
also drew a technical foul.
Memphis
19 25 .432
Completing the ballot seKANSAS
CITY (AP)- Mickinvolving
In
other
action
20 28 .417 121/2
Dallas
lectees were Mel Daniels of
Denver
17 25 405 121,2 rated teams,South Carolina I 41 Indiana, Steve Jones' and ey Lolich, Detroit Tigers' leftclobbered Manhattan, 116-78, Donnie Freeman of Dallas, hander and 25-game winner last
Wednesday's Results
Louisville (6) surged past Wilbert Jones of Memphis and season, will be honored as
Dallas 107 Denver 102
Dayton,71-64, and Southwestern Wendell Ladner, who was American!mague Player-of-the(Only game scheduled)
ihuislana ( 16) ripped Eastern' traded by Memphis to Carolina Year Jan. 23 at the Kansas City
Thursday's Games
New Mexico, 99-79.
Floridians at New York
of the East Division but will Baseball Awards Dinner.
31, worked 376 inSeven-footer Danny Traylor play for the West.
Denver at Pittsburgh
nings-more
than any Amen.
points,
grabbed
scored
.37
20
Utah vs. Virginia
LaDell Anderson of Utah,
_4( Norfolk, Va. rebolinds and blocked six shots coach of the West Stars, will can Leaguer in 60 years and
06 South Carolina manhandled pick two othirptayers to round also paced both leagues with 45
(Only games sckeduledJ
starts.
Manhattan and Jim Price's 25- out the 12-man team.
point effort, including four free
SERVICES liF.LD •
Beaty, who spent most of his STRACK RESIGNS
' OMAHA, Neb.( UPI t-Servi- throws in the final minute, career in the National Basket- _ ANN ARBOR,Mich.(UPI) -ces will be held Saturday for helped Louisville beat Dayton: ball Association, collected 52 Dave Strack, 48-year-old assoMrs. Bernice Sayers, 61,- Roy Ebron scored 35 points and first-place votes and 250 points ciate athletic director at the
mother of Chicago Bear football Dwight Lamar, • the nation's in leading the balloting. He is University- of Michigan, restar Gale Sayers. Mrs. Sayers leading scorer, added 31 as averaging almost 25 points a signed Tuesday to become
died Tuesday after an extended Southwestern Louisiana downed game and 1,4 rebounds a athletic director for the UniverEastern New Mexico.
contest..
sity a Aiizona in Tucson.
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Phone 753 e204
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

your income tai that

have known existed.

you might ne%er

Furthermore, if your return as
audited
we will accompany
you, at no extra cost, to the
Internal Revenue Service
and explain how your return was prepared, even
though we will not act
as your Igal repre-

4i44

it
—

sentative.
This means that
H&R Block is ready to
offer you year 'round

_ tax service'for just one
fee a year. with
no :extra charge for
audits and estimates.
- H& R Block's charges

start kt $5 and the average. coat was under $12.50

for the 7 million families
WP served last year
Which is somewhat less than
what you paid.
Not to mention the fact that
aggravation
isn't tax deductible.
And_wo are.
•

_DON'T LET AN AMATEUR DO
H&R BLOCK'S JOB..

ad Block.
The ineoseetax pee*

100B No. 6th StMurray, Ky. •
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BOSS OF THE NFL

Pete Rozeileis-tough, powerful and confident- - -

lay
both years
iy. He's a
-a great
defense,
take two
a replace
sted that
iself after
elterAtfalt
or used to
rn Illinois
me town,
'I don't try
!r. anyone.
;ure that's
t."
iparison of
sr is not
gets most
le, but Les
ms it down
,ested that
Id have to
when he
disagreed.
said, "like
Ki great on
s. He's got

Cards Pick Up Tenth Straight

ie nation's
hit better
s shots the
aylor says
Tied on by

rs Lose Again; To Royals 10g-)107

shoot and
's what I
'ense, pass
things tike
y can do

To

y. (AP)Aing a new h will be
rday by
rniversity's

ident Dr.
uccessor to
would be
assible.
igned, efr- -take An
at with the
yland. He
tad
four

WI hams Appreciates
Talent In Any Sport

(FAT

goons today,
les and way
help curb
P411. Cat less• dangerous
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n
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_aaMed a lot 'of fins.people for
Baseball, the national
man to the comniissioner was thickness of their dossiers.
Editor's Note: Tlis is the and likes to fish
'the job. But they were
first of a series oa Pete Roselisr--- Heis as accessible as si- 11, pastime for" mere than 100 an Associated Press reporter in
An idea of how far the
ized in their positions."
Nevelfect;36-teas Don Weiss, hai-edne is indicatedcommissioner of the National' as down-to-earth as cliche*.-. years, has fallen far behind.
"An
than
tougher
ideal
be
he
can
and
yet
baseball
map," chreetor of Wilk relations for article published in the New. As general manager of the
Football League.
Rams, Rozelle was attending
- said a New Yorker who has a
a New York cab driver.
the NFL.
-.York Times the day after the
---- --the meetings. "I'd seen how
He's a former newspaper- great love for the game, "is
Jim Heffernan and Harold Baltimore Colts defeated the
By RICK SMITH
_.
fraiddy had beenman who once aspired to be about 55 and somewhere to the
Rosenthal, directors of in.i."4-itierf York Giants, 23-17i, la --y-people
Copley News Service
sports editor of the Los Angeles right of Syngman Rhee."
formation for the National and - suddeavdeath overtime Dec. V. Cut up during the course of the
If Alvin Ray "Pete" Roselle
American conferences/ , 1958, for_die..-kigue cham- meetings, where someone
The' cOmmissioner of the Times. As a stringer from
would be consitkred and
Nationallrootball League is Compton High for the Long is- conservative by natorK--tt- respectivelyTiTso are ex- pionship.
.
to leave the room. It was a very
Telegram
isn't
apparent
Press
in
.)
(Calif
his
Beach
stewardsportswriters.
tall, tanned, handsome, spare, "Jo(n..Undas(You-night-us) distasteful thing."
large ship of football. His office
the
Into their offices each day
friendly and perhaps the mod he scooped
At the end of one session,
metropolitan papers in the area continually looks for signs of_ ,come 84 newspapers from has the cocky touch that adds to
werful figure in sports.
Paul Brown of the Cleveland
He is 45, completing his 12th with the story that Duke Snider decreasing popularity in the around the country. Five the luster of a star who can
Browns and Wellington Mara of
college students who work part- virtually call plays while
season in office, earns an had signed a $1,500 bonus game, while at the same time
the New York Giants aptime clip each line of type they're in progress. He does
estimated $225,000 a year, has a contract with the Brooklyn innovating and exploring new
ways of merchandising its
this by verbal signals ap- proached him.
written about pro football.
long-term contract and the Dodgers.
"I hardly knew either of
proaching the line and noting"
confidence expected of a man .,_. lie directs the NFL from the product.
Anything considered of-1w- the offensive alignment."
Own.
I had never even had
Pro
obscure
football's
an
floor
Super
.of
12th
Bowl
has
who deals from strength and
lunch with them," Rozelle
4111 Park Ave. Ills become a sporting event of , terest to Rozelle is earmarket
building at:
independence.
calling
Unitasrafeinwse,
was
remembered. "I thought it was
He owns and iives in an office is spacious but hardly-. -.Web magnitude that in only - for his office. A trend in what now is known as an
the craziest thing I ever heard
.five years it has come to rank thought, an idea, a conapartment on Sutton Place-in luxurious.
"audible," a change from the of. I was only 33 years old. They
with
the
Olympics,
reminders
his
of
the
few
it
World
are
In
troversial
subject. Nothing is play called in the huddle to
New York's most fashionable
were talking about Supreme
section of the East Side, pays 1111 years in office but there La- Series and soccer's World Cup. overlooked.
another at the line of scrim- Court justices; they were
At
the
1970
impression
Super Bowl V in
$17,000 a year to maintain it, the unmistakable
One wall of Weiss' quarters mage after seeing the defen- talking about a lot of people. So
smokes two packs of cigarettes that a considerable amount of Miami, the NFL office handled contains
cabinets in which sive, not the offensiv.e, for- I told them,'I don't want to get
requests from more than 800
STRONG MEDICINE-A trainer bounces a medicine ball off a day, wears blue suits, seeks work is done there.
motion.
involved.'
In his term, professional -regard for the- press, which in newspaper clips have been
the, stomach of heavyweight champion Joe Frazier during a privacy and wishes he had
In 1958; Unitas was cordfiled
in
folders
on
pro
football
"They said, 'Well, look, you
turn
has given him a favorable
workout in New Orleans for his title fight with Terry Daniels.
football has become the game
more time to play tennis.
pleting his third season as the just sit there and we'll bring it
personalities.
, (AP Wirephoto
He is in the process of being of the times (in 1971, at- press, because his lieutenants
Colts' quarterback. If heovere -40,-1/1•4911.1artillt-te see any
divorced from his first wife, is tendance at regular-season include several former.: • Roselle, the-iitte-""-Vince
the third-year quarterba& ofT -pirMiWriidther,-so we'll just
newspapermen.
nine
the
first
father of a 13-year-old daughter games through
Lombardi,and Johnny -Unitas
world championship team talk about it between us now
Jim Kensji, executive have hack more written on
weeks was averaging. more
media representatives.
today, it does not seem likely a -Ind---reconvene this evening.'
director of the NFL and No. 2 the= jud in -from the
Roselle apparently has high than 57,000 persons).
sports page reader would need - "They were looking for an
g g
By'llitrUSOCIATIOYPRESS
^Via went everyone healthy
assistance in pronouncing his outlet. It was so funny.
I guess
Even with their eyes on
name.
they just figured there was a lot
In
1958,
had
Rozelle
'
just of pressure. They had
Dayton's Deliatd- Smith'
Saturday's--openktfr of the
be
completed his second season as meeting
Missouri Valley Conference scored a career high 28 points.
and bickering and --ganeral manager of the Los Were getting bad
basketball race. the Louisville The win moved U of L to a 10-1
publicity.
Cardinal managed their 10th season mark while Dayton fell
Boston went 3(s games-up on Angeles Rams. It was a 12-hour 'Let's put someone in now' I
separated the ,f,a1113,in_aqy of Zenni.
KALE
By
GARY
*
flight
from
coast"
to
coast
Wednesday
and
victory -in a row.
to 5-6.
'• • UPI Sports Writer - •" die games.
Van Arsdale scoffs at reports second place.. New York in Dthe &rtBl was commis:tow 4 guess was their feeling. They, • - - Reptucity State shot at d'85-l- night. -could look for-someone else if I
Thi-ir always salt
Xvision on
Cincinnati --broke ---11-?TiOti he tidy-- asked to -rest by Atlantic
the NFL:"
The Cardinals, who pen MVC•-• per cent clip from the field,
didn't work out."
Arsdale twins did everything record-tying losing streak of l4- Zenni. "I-just play worse when Nelson's three-point play with
year
died
a
hell
later
and
play at Bradley Saturday,
against Lincoln with Travis alike:
Rozelle now considers the
three seconds left against Roselle, at 33, did not know it
against Baltimore in overtime rest" Van' Arsdale said.
followed the 25 points per- Grant scoring 36 points and
Chicago. Bob Weiss had tied but he was about to take his fact he we's a compromise
On Tuesday night, Dick hit Tuesday and the momentum
Atlanta
first
won
game
its
formance of senior guard Jim Arthur Box adding' 27 for the
selection as a plus for him. "I
two foul throws after time ran carried the Royals past the against Milwaukee in four tries the score at 110-110 with 30 place.
Price to a 71-64 victory over the Thorobred.s. Kentucky State outas
:war--not-really
Phoenix
upset' Lakers, who tiave lost only five this season as Walt Bellamy seconds remaining. Chet Walk- ' -1t---was not easy to and a anyone. I hadn't obligated to
been put in
University of Dayton.
held a 52-37 halftime margin Milwaukee, 115-114. Refusing to of 45 games this season.
scored.22 of hislpoints in the er, who scored the Bulls' final successor for Zell. 'The owners office aapart of a clique. I was
In other Kentucky college and never was threatened in the
points
at
the
basket
Arsdale's
Tom
on
Van
buzzer,
led
oversbadowed, Tom,hit a 15second half and Lou Hudson
of the 12 teams assembled a part of a compromise, so that
action Wednesday night, second half. Lincoln was paced foot jumper
Wednesday 'night a pass from Nate Archibald scored 26 for the Hawks. Chicago with 22 points. Jo Jo -few months later, in February, there was no club or any group
Kentucky State whipped Lin- by Benjamin Young's 23 points. with three
seconds remaining - gave Cincinnati a 108-105 lead. Bellamy held Kareem Abdtil-- White scored a ggine high 31 1960, in Miami and after eight of dubs to which you'would feel
coln University 106-90, KeaKentucky Wesleyan roared to as the ariebinati Royals edged and offset --Wilt Chamberlain's Jabbio to 28-points, about eight pilpits for the Celtics.
days and 22 ballots they still obligated."
tucky
Wesleyan downed .a 33-point lead in the first half to the Los
Bob Kauffnian's two free hadn't elected a new coin-fttleLaprs,108-1.Q7,.. dunk at the., buzzer. Van under hisleaVe-leading averBelliirmine College 98-82 as? throttle Bellarmiae. Larry
throws. with -two- -*roods misaitiner.
The loss was the second in -Arsdale, hitting on 14 of 21 age.
coach Bob Daniels recorded his Morris paced the winners- with
-wird been down there for
FIRST HERBS
The Hawks held a 17-Point remaining pushed Buffalo past
three games for Los Angeles shots, scored a game-high 31
100th career victory -and 30 points, and mike Williams
Bay leaves, sage and thyme,
points. Chamberlain, who usual- lead with 7:55 to go, but had to Philadelphia. Kauffman scored 'about 10 days or whatever it
after
Milwaukee
cracked
`the
Georgetown__ Wok- A.:___90-811.__added_27.,Beilke_Todd @seed all
imported by the Pilgrims, were
Laken:, -pro record Winning" ly leaves the scoring to Los hartebn as Milwaukee ran offa -25 points, one less . ,than was,1' Roselle recalled, "anti
overtime verdict from Union. scorers with 31 pollits in a losing
among the first herbs to flavor .
streak of 33 straight games. Angeles' backcourt tandem of 14-2 tear in the final four teammate Elmore Smith. Bob there were talks of comThree games are on tonight's 4fort, for neliarmine.
American meals.
Rule scored A for PhiladelPhia promises and so forth and they
The Bucks lost their second Jerry West and Gail Goodrich, minntes.
Kentutky schedule, with
Georgetown and Union were straight since the victory over hit 24 points for the Lakers.
Oakland City, Ind., visiting tied man at the end of
the Lakers as they dropped.a West scored 21 'Ind Goodrich
Campbellsville College, regulationplay,after Union had
104-102 decision to Atlanta; had 16 points.
Transylvania at Centre, and held a 48-39 halftime edge. Bill
Boston nipped Chicago, 113-112,
Van Arsdale, the only CincinWestern- Kentucky hosting Swafford of "Union Was the
and Buffalo tripped Philadel- nati representative for next
LaSalle,
phia_41.1-109,_in.other_NBA...weeks ._All-Star &Imo,
.
-Dayton points, whileGary Moore hit 21 _aet-L011. The_ uoclerdagualLwon, scheduled.for a checkup-todqy 7
----..vino mest-of tbs--waY,,holding for gel-Jeremy.but no rare tie!' two pints by team phoician Dr.'Edwartt
Is to a
-thelifthtrankerl,
• •
27-all halftime:%Vitt the
•
;under rookie coach
Detuiy Crum,pulled away in the
second half, and Crum substituted freely. Dayton made a
belated comeback, but fell
short.
"We just didn'A want to take a
chancebn a regulaf-gating hurl
By MILTON RICHMAN
double that couldn't be duplicat- still have a newspaper clipping
in the final minutes," Crum
UPI sports Writer
ed anywhere else in the league. at home that had me retired
said, explaining his late subNEW ORLEANS(UPI)-Ted Then -'when theseason wa * from -professional football. 1
-stitutiono, "We 'wanted to win Williams- isamadethe All-Nfl was vely-22- then."
this one,.but we must win the appreciates_ talent.
There is anoth_er ;dory about
tea= He -doesn't care wheth
conference games.
Larry Csonka thatwhile he was
Still, he's supposed to have a at Syracuse University
baseball, football or four-wall
his
handball, his pulse jumps any reputation for being brittle. mother put.in a frenetic
BOMBERS SOLD
to
Someone along the way even Ben Schwartzwalder,
: OAKLAND (UPI) -The Bay time he sees a stickout.
the head
Larry-Csoaka, the-Miami trierlyinnine the name
-ilombers;--the--natiores-pioneer
-thirre,-and asked himroller derby squad, have been Dolphins' bone-crusher, --can't head'on him, and when-a guy please to get her son to stop
sold for more than $1 million to handle that inside pitching too walked up to him the other day. breaking'down the walls of his
a Texas combine which will good but he has • made a Ind asked him what his room.
marked impression on the reaction to that name was,
move it to "the Southwest."
Csonka very patiently ex'Texas
Rangers' manager, any- Csonka, 'rho looks like the plains the Origin of that, too.
Promoter _Irving Wayne of
Mets' Ed Kranepool, said:
San Antonio, Tex., heads the way.
"We had a fellow up in
"How can you react good Syracuse,
"Csonka can run through a
purchasing group.
his name Was Gary
about a name like 'paper Bogenhagen, and
brick wall," says Williams.
he was an
- - The last inan to-hit .400 is dot bead?" I certainly don't know offensive guard. He used to
- PRIZE MONEYINCREASED
where
they'd
get
anything
like build
NEW YORK (UP1).-The„ the first,truin to say that about
up his forearm by
prize money for this 'year's"Miami's moustached 237-pound that. I was knocked _out one -banging it against the wall. I
even
wasn't
time,
then
and
I
Greater -Greensboro Open golf iron horse who'll be looking to
thought I'd try it. I did, and I
.tournament has been increased -.40• Aglig more ramping.against- -reallx...joior.keu out. 1 .was
nigeitUi-Crielt the clatter.
by $10,000 to a total of $200,000: the Dallas Cowboys come this dazed.
but I also thought I broke my
Twice
Hft
The tournament scheduled Sunday in the Super Bowl.
arm. So I gave it up. The wl,ole
"Butch Byrd hit Me at the
Csonka has heard this brick
for March 30-April 2 at the
story got blown out of proposSedgefield Country Club,Green- wall theory before and he says, knees and Edgar Chandler hit
_
rnsi
-at
-the
shoulder
uh, uh,4 ainVso, and the only
sboro, N.C.
See, those newspapers again.
-coming
from behind. They hit
reason Ted Williams and others I
Ted Williams will tell you
say a thing'like that is because me from 'opposite directions they've done the same thing to
MACK REINSTATED
going
high
and
all
the
low
and
AMES,, Iowa (UPD-Iowa they haven't . any personal force of-the blow was inflicted hint, too.
State's basketball teem captain, experience with brick walls.
"I once hit a brick wall that on my left temple. I think I MAGER OUTGene Mack;suspended Sunday
was.k-10 and about 215 called broke a blood vessel in the
ST.-LO1JL5 (UPI)-Bob Plabecause he missed the meal
skull, I'm not even really sure.
ahd team meeting before the Butch Byrd and he put me in Anyway, I had'a lot 'of blood ger, defenseman of the St,
the hospital two days," says
.l.nuis Blues, will be out of.
game with Oklahoina the
inside my head and I felt kind' action for
about 10 days with a
previous night, was reinstated Csonka, recalling the episode so of punch drwik for.three
days
Wednesday by Coach Maury vividly that the dimensions--of Thatwas the only severe injury -broken rtb-.---the "wall" still stick with him.
Player, who has already
John. .
I ever had.
--'
Back in INS
missed nearly half the season
John said he-.allowed Mack to
"Next year In pre-season with a painful calcium deposit
"That was in 1968, my rookie.
return because he "gave every
though," Csonka went on, "1 in his leg, was injured in
year,
against
Buffalo.
See,
indication he is going to come
people tend to believe _other broke my nose and that came Tuesday's 7-3 victory over the
hick and conform to the rules
people can do p&nomenal out as another head injury, I Montreal Canadiens when he
and do things the way we like
things
that they can't and it's
collided with Herui Richard.
to have them done."
NETILES SIGNS
really untrue. Believe me, I
CI.EVELAND f11131).LThird
can't run through any defensive
bkieman Gralit Nettles, the DAVIDSON-NAMED
HAVEN. FOR FBI MEN
walls without my offensive line
WACO,Tex.(UPI) -Francis
DALLAS (AP) -"More than in front of me. I wouldn't even team's outstandidg player in
90 former employes of J. Edgar
1971, signed his 1972 contract "Cotton"' Davidson, saying he
Hoover live in the Dallas area, attempt it."
with the Cleveland Indihns turned down* an offer from the
Get that, Ted Williams.
.according to W. Harlan Brown,
Thursday. He is the third Otikland Raiders to be their
Larry
Csonka
churned
out
chairthan of the local chapter of
player to come to terms with backfield coach in order nr"try
the -Society of -Former FBI 1,051 yards rushing this past the Indians.
and help my old school return
regular season and only DenAgents Inc.
The terms of the contract to its rightful place in the
ver's Floyd Little, with 1,133
were not_ announced but a athletic- world" Tuesday was
yards, and Greeri taiiT Tato•
PUMAS MINT EAT
Spokesman for the Indians said named receiver coach at Baylor
Brockingtdn,
with
1,105,
had
NOTTINGHAM. England
that Nettles "is very happy."
University.
(AP i - Market trader Brian more. Counting the playoffs
• Murray,KentuCky
Dixieland Cente•
• Davidson,win quarterbacked
Csonka totaled 1,200
-1VIunni was released from prig-was
1952-53.1ind
the
Baylor
in
in °al:rail to relieve police of yards rushing and nobody had
MOLTEN ROCK
In the oceanic environment, No. 1 draft choice of the
.- the chore of feeding his pet more than that. .
Open Daily 9.:00 to 5:30
pumas. Magistrates decided the
With Jim Kiick; the 6-2, Inolten rock is generated in the Baltimore Colts, completes the
cats were too- fierce .for the .sideburned-Csonka teamed. up
mantle, 28 to 125 miles nine-man staff of new Head
Coach Grant-Teel:
cops.
to give I* Dolphins a 1-2 daily rneerath the surface.
•.
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Motor racing growing
increasingly popular

LEMON LORE
There are over 100 million
Japanese people, and as
recently as 1964, 80 per cent of
• Motor racing is the second them had never tasted a lemon
West or evenseen one,according to a
most pupuLar sport
survey by Sunkist Growers of
- --GirmanY folio wIng 301nerDuring the past soiled,More California.
mar
- than two minor-1mictstors
e Americans boug h
iralidiellideMational=SIMI
new
guitars
in 1970 than an)
rpm,the biggest of which is,
the German Grand Prix nest other instrument, says the
American Music Conference.
'Bona.

Fur hat season
is in full bloom
MEW YORK (1.31).
A few years ago the only,
furr-hot aaasolt- la'back. furAirats sold-were black or
-and--d-at man wants-to took dark brown with an oc.
citified he wears i till Cossack . casional gray but now they
type hat shaped - something also come in white: twine onelLike a flattened fez. -If he combinations - Such as a
wants to look countryfied lie brown Persian -lamb crown
Wears- a shorter one with with a cuff made_ of some
-Ttirriftl-tip-miff:-Ittle-dOeStaN contrasting-1W iuch al
care, there're hats with flaps mouton as- beaver.
like those of a motorcycle cop.
Improbable sight
...____Kbe_wan_te to looh elegant-4- .._This..-disaertation 013 fur
-- citified - he weals a real fur hats was prompted- by an
Cossack type hat and pays improbable sight at the
iiityWhere from ITS to $100 Westport. Conn. railway ,
depending
dazzlingly
nn 'whether he-ls station - two'
wearing rabbit or. mink. Ai
t-imikla done up in fora
if he doesn't want to look that.
, like a couplg of Eskimos and
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pisithotAN
prices.Toihoseconcerned with
wailed-city oir tie Knights of Bt. Sb?tkithOlni and Rhodes with a
something more , eXpensive, today are the buyers of
history and archaeology, it John of Jerusalem.walls whose modeat hotel and two meals q
Copley News service
lik
e
be
aver.
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Next
is
Persian
iamb which Imo ui„ he calm
ed toniocroty. Right now ae KA Of
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not.
and
there
are luxury
tourists
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Wallach a.a New York' hienis--iistWb-Oitsis of- leisure- ontt---xen "'Imy masters - iirst---at-lhe-entrance-to-the narrow
-In genuine, furs
settled by the Wallas and harbor, that once stood the hotels here and more a-building
• the best Ireton.
with a number of history.
sellers are mouton, rabbit,
any
shops, installed 'the
It seems that *
whenallotting Mycenaeans, brought to a _ Colovms of Rhodes, a seventh that match the prices
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'wonder
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world.
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forgot
to
beaver.There ni something --Stain!' ord, Cork:, stations for provide for Helios, the sun god. in the 11th Century B. C. later pleted in 290 B. C., the colossus
by Greece, the was a bronze Apollo 126 feet everybody, truly, and the
the month Of Deceit-abet' in Pee, - Fortunately, however, a
Moslems,
'the ilcsnans and the high, 60 feet around the chest. natural beauty is for all. Winter
ilf thejales of Dobbs fur hats .beautiful new island of about "'`''''ems
would soar. He predicts by 1150 square miles rose out of the Turks and finally restored to It was destroyed in an earth- rams provide a lush display of
next year there'll Ike a. sea,and Zeus gave it to Helios. Gre4", , , , 12"947 ag-e
-- - tY"°f" quake Iiii--677- A. D., and an vegetation-.- --truck gardens,
- -"wan
War
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spread everywhere, including love,
808
60,000 on the entine2-' M1Wdeserts of the Mideast. panorama as the sun-splashed
Today, many thousands love labout
Chicago's O'Hare_ airport.
Leann with as
... Arrangements made to order.
many wuns;
But-it is the sun, with white beaches and grightly painted
'this, nymph-like island and its
beds
to
match),
really
two sandy beaches, and the prices plastered houses contrast with
for all occasions
WINS 21-DAY TRIP
capital city of the same pame.
NEW YORK (API - Glenda To Americans it is like the cities - one modern and that bring the long-litnbed the green-covered mountains
Parties
Hospital
Manning of Medford, N.Y., a island of Oahu before the growing closer to the danger Swedish beauties with their and valleys extending inland.
Funeral.
Gifts
,
fashion design -student at the• concrete jungle of Waikiki' point of Waikiki and the other male crimpinicess 'to Rhodes. Alsti, if you happen te- be i
Traphagen School of Fashion, spoiled -the mid-Pacific pearl. the well-preserved ( by Italy's Rhodes'blimate Is pleasing the visiting foreign dignitary the.,
Cemetery
won a 21-day trip to the Ba- To Germans And Scan- Benito Mussolini, no less) and year around and the sun friendly people of Rhodes will
Call 7634100
hartaw_for. modeling MAW& dinavaane it in a- Vacation _land- spectacular_ old fortified city worghiPer'l far 1,100 each, can scatter olive branches of, peace
DELNERbark many centuries.
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The Office at Rome Is a Way of Life
By VIVIAlfltROW
ords s4.
AP Newsfeatares Writer
justable storage shelves,,iertiFor some people the second (al and horizontal Mei, glideoffice is becoming as important away writing desk, goose-neck
as the second home or second lamp that swings out from a
car.
shelf within its width of 34 inchBut the business man may es and depth of 21 inches. Added
not feel the need for an office in use is provided by building
the home until his wife's recipe crannies into the_doors which
Wegefoo young-Unfits up in the swing out to a width of five feet.
top-secret report he submits to
"The average person is bethe chairman of the board.
coming a minor accountant.
For rna(sy small. businesj Seventy-five per cent of those
people - pIurñbs, elletft-" who buy a self-contained home
tricians, farmers -- the office office use it for nothing but
in the borne is a *
pers • .thst fife generated
Nowadays' tea hers sand even around the bouse,' he explainhousewives are burdened with ed
all sorts of papers that requite_ _ _The_• eeeeetivo_43elieves_
space for ready.referance_„twolisimoicAloomi_epope_ less
Housewives..
tra v
husbands have had to take over harassing for the business man
much of the high finance at if he uses company disciplines
home, learning about interest with scheduled Work hours and
rates on charge accounts, capital gains taxes, and so on. And
there are all those family social .
security numbers to be kept on — tap - the youngest workfog-member of the family might--,k,.:
en. The office at homitisa _good- place, too, to keep a 'record of monies -ended for •
home improvements fltitriiiiiY
be needed for income tax purposes when the house is sold.
Other items that shoUld be earmarked for the homeoffice are
family records - school diplomas, medical histories, and so

boughs-

ilti#4_4nY

--says the
>wheelie:v.
•
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Reg.
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Ginger To Speak At School Boards Meet

State Superintendent of
consistent work patterns. Th-.Public Instruction Lyman V.
borne should not resemble an' Ginger will be the keynote
extension of one's company. IL,speaker at the 1972 convention
one is forced to work at-home.. of the Kentucky School Boards
in
the work should be arranged Association
(KSBA)
neatly and compactly. And it Lexington next Monday and
should be kept out of sight.
Tuesday, Jan, 17-18.
He also advises:
KSBA President Scott C.
When setting up functional
Detrick,
a member of the
, donut violate therlecor.Thusi
Board of Education,
--Do not pueit where family pursuits and noise may be nui- will preside over the two-day
convention, which will be held
sances.
- -Equip yourself with the right__»_at_ Lexington's Holiday Inn
Idols - pads, pencils, calcu- - Worth.
-2
'Liar. dictionary, typewriter-_
More than 400 school board
and reference works - and members and administrators
• are expected to be on hand to
keep them at your desk
A business man might ease hear Dr. Giner open the conof venthilrairMonday afternoon at
ain and
_lugging larga_catalogs anti,
--,
books from his office, if he gets_ 3 p.M.7"
Also on that afternoon's
duplicates
of
them
to
be
left
at
•
.. prograiti is Dr. -Benjamin E.
home
••

Carrniahael; -director • of the
Appala ch
_ Ed uc a tional
Laboratory in. Charleston, _ 118.
Va. Dr.. Carmichael will speak
on "Educat)onal Mangement
Capability for Better Instructional Services",
Chester
M. Whittaker,
director of human resoruces
and minority affairs for the
National School- Boards
Association in Evanston, Ill.,
will speak
on "Human
Relativs As I See It" at the
Tuesday morning session.
In an address later Tuesday
morning, Ned S. Hubbell,
president of a Michigan public
relations firm, will tell the
school board members -What
Used to Work Didn't and
Doesn't" in the field of schoolcommunity relations.

TB Control Head
Blasts Budget Cut

At a convtition general when Dr. R.L. Johns, director The head of Kentucky's tosession ea-Tuesday afternoon, of the National EdU4111MIL4nwentos
--- is control program
Program,
Richard' G. Neal, associate
it)a„ says proposed cutsin his dividirector -ir-the Educational fFibabeatiu5eed
. don's 1972-74 budget are diin
Bureau
The members of . the rected at the rural and the
General poor.
Washington 'D.C., will explain 1972
Kentucky
"The Threat of Collective
wentitilybein
stillviaerdt
e says
. iVsandi
rM
eulo
.!
s
its
srionbliyO w
Bargaining to the Public ses
Fbi
racrtdi d
isorctu,rr
"Tuberculosis
guests at the banquet.
Schools."
nd
At the same sesmon, the
The 1972 F.L. Dupree Award °pfeth
ol:len,..ay
ir l ou
amightstbeythe
pora
PebPmight
National
School Boards for .Creative Educational Ad.-.-euts are directed at these twoAssociation's director of federal ministration will se presented groups.,
and congressional relations, Dr. at the banquet, and school .thei
pirtrnent
were
e suggested by.
The
3ecuts
August W. Steinhilber,
board members with 20 or=Fe 7t,
cofFinance
inapt:. la:
present "A Washington Report. years of service on their local an administrative hearing.
Federal School Legislation." bbrdswitbeh°n°red•r-•
rtTheDpAwad-s,
At KSBA's annual business •
-Dr.Valdiviereisdirecth
thDivisionofTuberculosis
meeting on Tuesday afternoon; presented annually to the control in he Department of
committee reports will be made Kentucky
local
school . 'Health. He said reductions of
and the association's state superintendent judged by a
bout W0,000 were suggested.
off
statewide comniittee to have _ _ _Goy. Wendell Ford's press
will
_
been the most creative' in the elected.
secretary Tommy Preston
The convention will dose with administration of his lotif ___:tharacterized
Vandiviere's
a baguet on Tuesday night, school distritti.
ts as premature.
_ . .coirunen_

"la°

1—

office can be organized in very little space,It any
A.small

•

wadable, and if it is a necessary convenience, it rney even
be a tardeductiolf:
One family turned a seldomused pantry into a llttle office,
but another family might find
space in - the utility room. A
basement area may be useful
for such a purpose. It May require framing .for warmth and
privacy. Vonr.,bqilding supply
store can help you estimate the 4-cost of lumber when you give
tho diruonainria c(Inskyinkfte.
framed in an area,six by eight;
for less than$1(1).)If the area is
windowless, a good fluorescent .
lightc,an provide desk light.
If no space is available for-a -littlh office, perhaps a portion
lf a -MOM-May be uied is a niche for a desk. A -short wall?
The corner of a good-sized
room? A folding screen can
hide the work area..
Many manufacturers are reproducing the old-fashioned roll
top desk with itedOtie crannies
for storing papers and records.
One imported folding -home office- employs a concept that
originated in America, observes Anthony Clarkson, president
of Greatwood Products, whose
line of cabinet furnishings and
desks has led him to research
_..the_paper_eziansionin_ttte_home„.._
and the trends in desks_
.
- Two of the large American • antiques of Gothic design are
-----the-Smithsemah-dastittation, he
points out. The newer desk it
built in i-eampaetimanner to
accommodate smaller space
t it has the department:
alIvtion required for papers

Wagons'to YOU!
out
EVERY
-REDUCED_ fiN
writ utsWwf

DRASTICALLY
-A-KIND
MERCHANDISE
ONLY ONE-OF LIMITED
ITEMS
..
DEPARTMENT. SOME
HOT LISTED .
SALE.
PRIOR
ITEMS
OF
10
HUNDREDS.
SUBJECT
ITEMS
.
SELECTIONS.
QUANTITIES ... ALL
EARLY,FOR BEST
COME

WAYS
ICI BUY.-4,

CASH..
EASY
TERMS...or BANK AMERICARD

?

Supp'ort Shown For
Consumer Fraud Law
FRANKFORT, K3 (AP) State Atty. Gen. Ed
says a conlhnner fraud In
posed by Gov. Wendell F
"excellent."
Hancock joined two other
--perabtat Tuesday US praising
--Ford'a.-proposal- for a broad consumer protection measure. ,
The measure, introduced by
Senate Majority Leader Walter
Huddleston of Elizabethtown,
declares unlawful "false, nits-leading- tW--deceptive actr or
practices in the conduct of any
trade or commerce."
The measure also beefs uP,
the consumer protection p_owers
of the attorney general's office,
and strengthens consumer
rights.
Rep. Terry ,MeBrayer, D----eenup, said4-thh' Measure:
"I think I could lead support
for this."
Robert Viles, president of the
Consumers Association of Kentucky, said the bill meets criteria set up by the CAK board
when it adopted its legislative
program last month.
CHAMPION flECYCLERS
NEW YORK I A Pr:zit-there
were a glass recyeling sweepstakes for married coualits.„41S-....;_.-.
and Mrs. Elis Rabb of Canterbury. Conn . might qualify •
for first plate..
•
It months,- Mr; and Mrs.
___Rahh...delivered over 200,000"
• pounds of used
to a glass cootainei plant in
Dayville. Conn.. the Glass Con-'
tamer Manufacturers Institute
disclosed.
• is
The glass plant paid the
Rabhs over $2000. Tlky donated
-' the Money to St. Johri's Luther.- • Church. Brooklyn, Conn.

HAVE SEVERAL
OUR SToR
-GROUPS Of MISCELLANEOUS
MERMANDISE...OAMAGED
AND DISC0141TINUED-JTEMS
VRT-tilit-(
1114M1454.40
si.bo. MOST ARE PRICED Ay,
A FRACTION OF NEICORIG-- ;
INAL COSTf

Burnproof pad and silicone
cover. 50.264-9

?
? ? ??
YOUR CHOKE

FREIGHT
D—AMAGED-:-.
tOtMERff*KDISE •TOYS •
SPORTING' GOODS
•
FURNITURE •
APPLIANCES
•
AUTOMOTIVE ITEMS

LASHLIGHT
BATTERIES

LIMIT I

ON ANY OF THESE MAJOR APPLIANCES

COATS - VESTS
PANTS - BOOTS
RAIN SUITS

Treated with brut,. hlorophetteriarietilh,
led n air. Popular
/es 4o.297-4, etc)
. Limit 2

- 1 ONLY Way Combination Color TWSter00 /FM Radio Console. 20% Off
Way

1 ONLY -_ _
binOtion B&W TV - Stereo Console - 35% Off
NLY -.
HA Console

•

DISCONTINUED
..‘

OVERSTOCKS

•RANGES REFRIGERATORS FREEZERS
• WASHERS• DRYERS• VACUUM CLEANERS
• TELEVISION .• TAPE PLAYERS
• RECORDERS • RADIOS • STEREOS
•
• STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEMS * ORGANS
• FURNITURE • AIR CONDITIONERS
• HOT-WATER HEATERS... ETC.

111•1.Lfl 111G"

LIMITED QUANTITIES

FREIGHT DAMAGED

•

'
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Price cut,
profits u
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"
milli,,01111110 - , IMF•
i4r- v? -"gliort _4441*,.emilip ;;ILIS

=

ist
•

N W YOH; 11211
lance f ei.Xes or controls
are
academic to a nationwide
chain o movie houses which
found that slashing a dollar
off the admission tab helped
Tien, and, indirectly, other
new*
Says Gerala Entman,
president of Network Cinema
Corporation,
which
is
building a chiin of Jerry
Lewis Cinemas, the results
have been dramatic.
By saving money on
admission prices, AK_ sin,
siudiences tend to speed ma*
at
concession __stands,
benefiting the soda.candy and
popcorn trade.
,44At
1141e4a
Since the Jerry Lewis
theatres,' which now are
operating in 20 states,
••••*:•-generally are located in
NEW CALLOWAY CLUB'OFFICERS:Jimmy Dale Clopton, seated, center, is shown as be
allaPpiag centers, t_heatelioars
assumed his responsibilities Monday night as president of the Calloway Country Club. The others MUM use weir ears to get. to
shown, seated and standing, are, left to right: Ted Billlngton, a new member of the board of diree- them, bringing more business
tiers; Jimmy Beale, the yiee-presideut; Dee Robinson,- also a stew member of the board, and Lir, - 40 _113e _oil and gaaoline inBETHEL SCHOOL student body of the year 1907 Is *land. -Gracie Poyner,Otfr
rd member, was no present —austry.
----asailliewart-lberetirbepresident-E;;17Raverstock,thew -board
Phillip14-Itula Hood, teacher,-:oaken.
•
The school was located near the Bethel United Methodist Church
Mind Miller, Gladys Poyner,Helen Poyner, Ellen Calboon, and
for'the pictire.
-Entman myrs_ase movie
off Highway 94 East. Miss Eula Hood was the teacher- Pictured,
libar.=-Vadia Miller; fourth-1*w,- Ewell Miller, Cassie
----insineterier years has hurt
top row,
, left to right, Jack Allen, Maynard Rowland, Paul
Cora Clark, Mavis Futrell, Jewel Rayburn, unknown, On 'eal Estate itself by assuming that the
Poyner,Harvey Anderson, Edd Anderson, Forest Poyner, Dave
jardboon, Jessie Allen, Otle Wicker, Ewell Rowland, Ode Vera
'
eftre for ailing profits is raising'— Watkins, Alvah Anderson, Elvis Phillips, Naut Anderson, Allea'71:fer; Opal Farris,
RuthAnderind GfelirAnderson:
prices, but that modern
Wells, Raymond Tolley, and Bernard Rowland; second row, • beets* rew. Troy Miller, Blake Watkins, Winn Rayburn,
man
-IA* -11----tiessicar' Bryan Tolley, Obera Wells, Huntas Poyner, Ethel Poyner,
Oddiit Rayburn, Rupert Anderson, CliffortWavis, Leland
__l
ittlest:sm..,
understanding
and
Miller, Lena Watkins, Addle Taylor, Cynthia Watkins, Effie
Poyner, Bien Poyner, Herbert Miller, Wlldy Clark, Roy Miller,
- Calloway CountytClub
IKE-economics are helping lo-ting
Ande'rson, Snoma Poyner, Ida Cook, Lanes Taylor, Edith An-.
and Alva Taylor. The picture is the property of IFteuben Rowland
d-hicaltnii
-- stpv._ Th,134303, back the movie habit to tithe
derma. Alia Cook,ancLGracie=
e
l
guerp
avis•
Jimmy Dale Clopton, a named chairman --fee the -0-- '
Alma god!. One.
4,,
Lois-lassiter, Mend Farris,
:Starter member ofthe club,has PhYtneftr-ilieilitiesI-Mfm2Ever*-1-11"hemade (baild
he mann
fliV -maikftn-the-st-has-h
reet InPriP
. . 411)61"16-launcheitt his year as president Jones, rules chairman and M.C.
• _ _ _
aware of the profits to be made'
that no- excess oil remains on
of the Calloway Country Club by Ellis, -membership chairman.
in real estate. •_,
the surface. There are some
naming six members of the
But until recently, you had'
Robinson, Haverstock and
per§ons who believe a light coat'
Bwingtan
are
new
members of , _to have substantial.amounts-tei -1board of directors to key ac- 1,-- ---ww,,,-_-____. .. ir..,__ . .•__
of Paste was enhanests the finthe
beginning three-year 6
. _invest to become an owner or' fj
tivity committee omits.
board,
e.merr more. but the disterms.
They were eieefecL from
even part owner of property.
Dr. Chad Stewart, the retiring
advantage of this is that it must
Real estate investment
be thoroughly removed- if any
president, has been nameei. the . tnembership -to---fill
trusts Mee Changed all that. area must be retouched in the
sports activities chairman, to vacancies created by the ex„Ow
You can buy shares of these
ses.
future.
'
include golf, tennis and piration of Ole terms of Wells -trusts, referred to a.s REITS,
Chicago (NFS) - Lots of
through a stock broker: The
swimming. Don Robinson is the Purdom, Jr•, Henry Fulton and
_people assume - that normal
(Sweating_ windows and
addnal luster to .the finish
masts_ invest._ their...moneynew golf tournament chairman,. -Hunt Smock'.
. By. ANDY _LANG
• •apptied-to either iiro-wood be-- (sortie persona
'household activities --tabking
short-term
or
king-term
Prere%ilthe WaY walls,--plaster - patching WM'
mortand E.J. Haverstock will be in
Newsiest ures
AP
Jimmy Boone, a member of
previous
which
the
wood
from
taking
doing
laundry,
meals,
noisy plumbing are among the
gage loans as • well as equity
charge of the golf course auk- *he club for the past six years
If you want a glossy, surface finish has been removed, be- it is), but I have found that, at 35 topics
vortout
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Ted_ Billington has beyen membership chairman, is the
_yy: THE.INDIVIDUA-L investor - in -a_ .home. -at IL
erably 24 hours. You then'apply Home Repairi,'• available by
in turn benefits from relatively level this ".inter, but it just you use varnish,.shellac, lac- ,ty to sink into the pores of the more • resin-oil ,with a clean sendingli to this newspaper in
new vice-president and over-all
' • - goer or apy-Cif Vorious synthet- worid.--It is this penetrating feahigh yields of as much as 7 to 8 hill -so. •
rub it down with.,a care of Box 5. Teaneck. N.J.
'chairman for all club activities. per cent.
o-f four ics,
Even if -a family ture that gives the finish a re- cloth and
•
07666.
,
are:
other
J.H.
.officers
The
"But before investing, in- followed' such a routine every
If you want a finish that sistance to nearly all stains. cloth pad, again being certain
Shockleford, treasurer, and -veatigale the managemept of- --day. theY'd still need to nest soaks • iota the wood and pro- - The iiehetration naturally -ii
Mrs. Frances Hulse, secretary. the.. trust and its investment rate the equivalent of a bath- duces a 'more subdued effect, better on wood with larger
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.
• tuillult_of water hi .maintaini
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proposal
Persons to'the Penetrating oil the surface, it is important to
Secretary of Commerce Restaurant, Chestnut Street, to ment and advisors are in all go, here's how much Moisture method,a it is the ease with
follow the manufacturer's- innormal household activities put
Maurice H. Stems this week provide the caterering service types of real estate," he_said. into the air •
.
which it can be repaired. --In streetions on-how -long it should
"ANOTHER
IS
to
•
check
announced a one-eighth-percent for all social functions at the the secured
ses all that is required be left there before starting to
EVAPORATION (perspiranature of the
reduction in interest rates on club. The proposal was trust's loans, especially the tion) from one person, 3-4 to disguise scra c
wipe. While the time period is
Federal loans to stimulate presented by James H. Rowe, short-term construction loans. pints daily; taking a shower-, V: mars is to apply more resin-oil - about 30'ittres-iirolost--cases.
economic growth in areas of the coresident of Piro Industries, Risk can be t minimized if per- pint; taking a bath, '4, pint; to the damaged portion and rub there are some variations, so
manent financing is lined up mopping an average kitchen lightly.
which owns the restaurant,
-• read the directions carefully
Nation with high unemployment
The penetrating - finishes before you start. These also will
and James H. Pierce, the when the short-term loan floor, I quart; doing 10 lbs. of
and low family income.
laundry, 5 quarts: preparing _come both clear aild _in cot* tell you whether second or third
ends."
The rate reduction is for loans general manager.
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applications are necessary. _
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JUST AR-UV-EDI!

A LARGE SELECTION OF GOOD USED

)FACE FUR

mgc-xh-v

DESKS - FILES - EXECUTIVE
CHAIRS - SECRETARIAL CHAIRS
THIS IS A REAL GOOD QUALM'
FURNITURE, NO JUNK!

AND THE PRICE IS RIGHT!

Plastic Cups
Protect Foo(

Town bribes kids
to learn more

Excavation uncovers
ancient hunting hall

-
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spousimmiTm
eligible
KOu
for
•

'freshman candidates among 48
By PAUL CORCORAN
foriperviayers to be voted on
Copley News Service
To the surprise of aba01/41117.,. to, 10-year members of the
no one, Sandy Koufax is a-- Baseball Writers of America
candidate for 1972 election to (BBWA ). The others are former Detroit-San Francisco
basebalr§ Hall of Faine:
The chances are the former infielder }hinny -1Euenn;
Los Angeles Dodger will gain former New
'
,York • Ill'ankee
the necessary 75 per cent of the second'--bgbeinan "'Bobby
votes to attain the honor in his Richardson, and Roy McMillan, who played shortstop
first year of eligibility.
Koufax, now a television for the Cincinnati Reds. Koufax
sportscaster, is (!fl Of four is given the only real chance
among the four to make it this
year, with former Yankee
catcher Yogi Berra the most
likely returnee to be selected.
Berra narrowly missed out last
year.
Koufax' career was cut short
at age 30 by an arthritic elbow.
Every pitch became painful
RICHMOND, Ky.-The and the strain became too
Eastern Kentucky University much by the end of the 1966
music department plans a full__ season, when he pitched the
day of activities for high school. Dodgers to their last_ pennant.
Juniors and-sentors during its - But Koufax had some
Music Oppiirtunitia-Day Jan. remarkable achievements in
his career, most of them
32.
)nusiciattali coming between 1959 and 1966.
and their parents have been " They include:
invited to the easternreamptis4. -Four no-hit, no-run games,
to learn about careers in music more than anrniher pitcher.
His 1965 game was one of the 10
and music education.
perfect games in major league
The visitors will get an ophistory.
portunity to audition for various
- A modern record for
-forms of financial assistance strikeouts
in a single seam,
oFfersth•-mr-in-fi-ioas
3112.iii.11163.
_ __
meiit and will reeelvi'
The most years with 305or
evaluations of their musical
re strikeouts
outs (3), and with
ability and potential.
00 strikeouts (6).
They will also be guests of the
- The most consecutive
university at a concert by EKU
years -leading the league in
music faculty members and
earned run average, five.
- The most shutouts in a
students.
single season by a left-handed
All sessions will be held at the
pitcher, 11, in 1963.
Foster Music Building on the
These are among the mast
campus. Further information
conspicuous
of
his
may be obtained from Dr.
achievements, -but there were
George Mtins, chairman of the
others, including more 10music department.
strikeout games than any other
pitcher. At one time, he held
the National League strikeout
record, 18. No one has ever
surpassed that figure in a day
game.
The method of seleang
members of the Hall of Fame
has been criticized in the past
usually on grounds that writers
let personal bias supplant
By JOHN LENGFJ,
reason and statistics:
Associated Press Writer
However, every effort has
WASHING1'016 (AP) - A been
made
to
assure
federal researcher says a safer, legitimacy of the selections.
even absolutely safe, cigarette
A screening committee goes
can be devised. But :would it through the names of those
eligible. All players considered
sell?
"We must take out the dan- have to have played 10 seasons,
ger and leave in the pleasure," and to have been retired for
said Dr. Gio Gori, head Of the five years.
The screening committee
major -effort in safer-cigarette
research, the Tobacco Working submits the final list of 40
ae•-- II this time
Group at the National Institute
beciuse of ties -tO the BBWA
of Health.
For two years he and his col- which then sends ballots to
leagues have beer peertig-aT- _eligible writers There Are mu
smoke condensate applied to write-ins allowed.
Players- seldom are chosen
rat tissue and chicken tracheas.
the first time out, making it a
These tests are still to be eval- distinction for the
likes of-Bob
uated and they will lead to Feller, Stan Musial, Jackie
more in the next two years.
Robinson and Ted Williams.
But Gori sail the technical But Koufax appears a sure
knowledge now exists for devel- thing if anything is certain in
oping a less hazardous ciga- the baseball world.
rette.
Balloting is to be completed
A perfectly safe cigarette to- by Jan. 15, with results to be
day would filter everything announced shortly thereafter
from tobacco smoke."We have by baseball commissioner
the means of a 100-per-cent fil- Bowie Kuhn.
ter, but all you would have is
hot air," Gori explained.
So the answer involves in no
small way the reason people
smoke,' a relatively undefined
field requiring much more
"Tigers", by Kendrew
study, Gori said.
Lascelles and "Act Without
_Efir__Instance, a safer ciga- Words", by Samuel Beckett are
rette would have less nicotine. two one-act dramas that will be
Experimental tobacco strains presented in a 90 minute special
with little or no nicotine in
on the Kentucky Educational
them could be developed in two Television Network Tuesday.
or three years for a com- January 18 at 9:30 p.m.
mercially productive harvest,
"Tigers", is a one-act
Cori said. But, he added, would allegorical drama that explores
smokers stick with a low-or the problems of communication
zero-nicotine cigarette or sim- between a married couple, and
ply smoke many more of them at another level, it symbolizes
ta make up f9r the loss?
man's agressive
Surgeon General Jesse L.
Steinfeld raised tht same point - ."Act Without Words", is a
In a report Monday calling for striking one-act, one-performer
renewed efforts to develop safe
mime-ballet. The ballet artfully
cigarettes.
author's
illustrates
the
philosophic view of life, which
The report said scientists no records
inthe
longer question the danger of comprehensibility of human
smoking, a statement attacked
endeavor, and a yearning
by the Tobacco Institute as toward purpose and meaning.
false and misleading.
INSTALLING OMCER
Steinfeld called that stateLloyd B. Arnold of Murray,
ment "self-serving" and accused the tobacco industry Far-Western District deputy
Tuesday of endangering-the grand master of the Most
public health by purposely Worshipful Grand Lodge of
clouding the hazards of ciga- Katucky, Inc., was the installing officer for the inrette smoking.
Dr. Gori said he doe* not stallation of officers of the Stone
bW the safer citarefte-hfi', Square lAxIge P16:. 5 FigAlti
group can now devise would be (PHA ), Paducah, held recently.
less hazardous than all brands
MARTIAN DAYS
on the market. "We haven't
Days on Mars tire about 24
tested all the brands.'.'
houra *Auld there are four
Senate hearings have been seasons somewhat resembling
called to consider -legislating those on earth, but almost
• tar-and-nicotine,limits.
twice as long.
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
-OPEN 9 A.-MAPJA4110NAIT. — 1-6 P.M.
MURREI, Kt
* PRICES-GOOD THURS.-FRI.-SAT.-SUN. JANUARY 13-14-15-16 *
•••

KNIT N TUCK MATERIAL

.•

•

-

i••••

Beautiful„ solid colors in a unique tucked design.
54 inies.-- Wide, 88% Acetate, /2%.'Nylon.
het In Time ft! Sprm

14.

-44304
.41;1,

Twin Size

Lovely' Meg leifete

Reg.

-

•

BED PILLOW

QUILTED-BEDSPREAD-

Foam filled - N o n-allergenic

LIOND.FILAtRYLIC

•

_Reg.

100% Acrilan_AFAI
100% eta---Machinewastiab
54 inches wide.

.-r&-xlvffe

COATS &CLARK

Reg. '3.96

KNITTING YARN

• wet-

Qt

100% Oriel Acrylic
4-oz. - 4-Ply *

Reg.
4 Qt

99

LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAL!
* Thurs.-Fri.-Sat. *

PLASTIC
With Covers
For mixing or storing!

99;
SWING TOP

TABLE -LAMPS

Choice 0
- 12 Vegetable's'.
Hot Rolls -Butter

T

99;

Coffee or Iced Tea

Reg.
'7.97

96
v•
0 •

ANCHOR HOCKING

Coverfifts-off-fOrITT
as 'dust Pan. Avocado,
gold.

7411

OVENWARE

Reg. $2.99

411111111111111."

Bake, serve, store,
reheat-all in the same
dish!

$244

8 TRACK

TAPE _CASE
•Alligator Look Cover in black
•Holds 24 Tapes
•Red Plush Lining

•

Dryer
Folds for easy storage..
Ideal-kr these cold,;
bad days.

$262

14-Qt. Baking Dish
14-Qt. Covered
Casseroles
8" Cake Pan

eina.

Reg. '2.97
Aainmewo. el Apa‘• N

JIG SAW
PUZZLE

MEM OP PM POMP
•••
•

5"x9" Baking Dish

\
'
8

Jot

4
4^

Diir 500 pieces.
Pictures Apollo 11
astronauts.

\\

Reg
—,'5.74

$388

Black wroughtiron look
with amber;irlIFIr ar rub, base.
23'inches tall,

s

WASTE _
BASKET

Ett

MEDITERANEAN

SIRLOIN STRIP
STEAK

L SET

One Act Dramas
Set For Tuesday

rf

THURSDAY-JANUARY 13, HIM

881

Req. 99' ea.

I

Reg.

2

77'

for

MISS BRECK

RIGHT GUARD

HAIR
SPRAY
v

13-oz.
Size
Reg. or
Super Hold
P•

Reg. 7'4'

kki)6

DEODORANT
Family Size
7-oz.

Colgate
COLGATE
TOOTHPASTE
6.75-oz. Size - with

Reg.
'1.07

STYRO CUPS

COKE

7 or 9 Oz
Size

Or

SPRITE

51 to Pkg.

28-0z.

Keeps
drinks hot
or cold.

No Deposit
Bcrttles

MFP FLOURIDE

Reg. 9T

•

Reg.

Reg: i/s

4/99g
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TEN

•"Youngsters learn music faster
• in groups than in one-on-one
teaching situations,- says Dr.
Robert Pace, educational
director of the National Piano
Fotindatien 4-NPF-i.
"Playing piano is a social art

_par in group piano.instruction:
and cin best be learned in a
-Play short songs or pieces in situation .where there can be any key.
interraction."
-,..Harmonize melodies.
According to Dr. Vice,
-Write melodies, cords, key
youngsters of average ability and signatures and other elements of
isstei-Iireee • east- kerb • the the fundamentals.
yád
-Transpose to
following by the end of their first

sightread,in any key, in his lev,e1.
-Have a ready repertoire of
modern, classical..romantic and
tiELP__IVANTED
_
baroque music, as well as his
Mini original compositions.
WANTED. MATURE, dignified,
- -"And that,"
sayri5r.-Pacet:V eXraCtive ladles with car for
pretty good for just • year.• pleasant, good paying public

_

F9R RCNT

TOR BENT

lotions work Send snapshot

Evening • *' .
& Dines TV Schedule
* ledger
.
• for Thursday
- •
CH.s
CH.
CH. 4
-.S34.11.,___
'CH. 6
CH. 5

OH.

12

3
WSIL

WSM
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to
and
wall
air,
and
heat
central
1
buyer.
feature
J14C Excellent quality. Wonderful
US-641, these homes
pliances, utility room, bath and 3 bedrooms on the main
J15C
ter.
kitchen builtand
baths
•
ceramic
patios,
good
with
pets,
carpeting,
Shots,
bath.
children.
a
wall
and
bedrooms
as
such
additional
3
uses
has
floor; the upstairs
$21,000.
to
$17,000
from
range
753
lot.
dewormed.
Prices
shady
$50.00.
Phone
ins.
deep,
O 'SMALL FARM: good location;
Also has a 2-car garage, workshop and a
"buildiN our
TEN WEEKS old Toy Poodle.
J13P
businesssir _figure investment...AO.
Phone 7534945 after 5:00p.m.
One mile- East Murray, ap11E40 RECENT-SALES„--111 MIXVI LISTINGS OF Aii-TYPESOF-PROPERTY.
J14C
proximately 10 acres pasture. AVOCADO MAYTAG porta
J13P
les, water,-,4_rYer. Phone 753.3010.
wiraioncingeatab
Rog
DESIRABLE 29-ACRETRACT OF LAND and a fair
REFRIGERATOR WITH Gibson'
,Cozy older -' 7 _room house,
1513 Kirk._.
SFACRSISTVIC
Call at •
frame home on Hwy. 783, approximately 1 mile
bedroom
freezer across top. $35.00. Phone
appointment Call h.For
modern.
wood. This home has 4-bedrooms, 2 ceramic baths, den '
Chicken Livers-Order 69South of Wiswell and 442 miles froni the Murray'City
J14P
753-7448.
TFC
436-2173.: with fireplaet, kitchen with built-ins, dining room,
homesites on this piece of
$1.19, with
Dinner
fine
are
cents
many
-e
LiMiti.-Ther
o
room, utility room, central heat and 'air, 2-car garage;
french fries & cola
IT'S terrific the way we're selling
oconexti-101N.,4th-St
fenced.backyard. One_ of_idurray's better homes.
I
753-4953
Blue Lustre to clean rugs and
Here or go
CYPRUS SPRINGS
0
FULL PRICE OF A good 2THE
upholstery. Rent shampooer $1.
IS
$9,500
ONLY
Ky.
Murray,
RESTAURANT
FOUR ROOM FRAME HOME WITH aluminum siding.
INN
TRIANGLE
Street, in Hazel. This home
Drug Store, Central
First
on
Begley
home
frame
bedroom
Situated on a one acre tract, approximately 6 miles South '
V
I
overlooking beautiful Ky.
Shopping Center.
hes been enlarged recently and bits-aliving room, kitchen;
and
inside
yodeled
completely
been
•, of Murray...Has
Lake is now Closed for
LITTLE GIRL'S coat', size 6X, HONDA MINI trail. Excellent
battik-garage and a 24' x 36' workshop
Tainily foam,
out.
J15C condition. Phone 753-8216 after
like new.Phone 753-9385._
•
du(is bratd-new.
remodeling.
TOWERS AND ANTENNA
J15C
5:00p.m.
FOR
PAPER
WATCH.
at
1700
HOME
BRICK
- ATTRACTIVE 2-BEDROOM
at
.
AS new deluxe model
GOOD
LAKEFRONT COTTAGE,on Lake
BEDROOM
THREE
REOPENING DATE. ,
Olive. Consists of a living room,dining room,kitchen with
WHOLESALES PRICES
Has 1144 baths, central
avocado color washer, dryer and 30 INCH G.E. electric range.
Shores.
Bluff
Drive,
inPin
Shore
.PHONi:13106011
built-ins, ceramic bath, family room, enclosed garage,
J15C BIG JACK ANTENNA $19.95
gas range. Used just a few Phone 753-3295.
gas heat, community water system, private beach and
fenced corner lot.
T. V. Service Center
- months.753-3690 or 753-2818. J15P
private boat dock. Priced $14,500.
Central Shopping Center
FOR SALE
FIVE PIECE contemporary
753-5865
bedroom suife. Phone 753See Us!
JI5C1.
1970-12'x60' MOBILE HOME. SHOW HORSES 5 gaited stallion 6889.
Inctudes patio, awning, un-. hackney pony stallion, Western
BLUE LUSTRE not only rids
dierpenrung, metal -storage pleasure pony filly, Racking
carpets of soil but leaves pile soft
Triangle's own real pit barbuilding, air conditioning, car- country pleasure . gelding. 753and lofty. Rent electric shamcents,
----110
sandwich
b-q
J15C
peting and utility room with Mg.
pooer $1. Murray Home & Auto
lb.
the
by
or
dinner $1.65
washer and dryer hookup. Phoebe
-12.25. /53-4953
street
9900 or 7534964 alter 4:00 • 1969 YAMAHA "330"
'
*753
J17C scrambler, 3700 miles. Kenmore
TRIANGLE INN
AKC REGISTERED Toy Pnbdle
vacuum cleaner, 2 speed; coffee
puppies, 9 weeks old. Phone 753small
end tables; high chair;
, J15C
.,
house, and
OVER 100 year old log
excellenttricycle; large dining table; 1951-74 HARLEY DAVIDSON
•
Life ill Puryear, fleetwood sewing machine ,, Chopper. Phone 753:9084 or 753- TWO HORSE trailer. Phone 4351614r. IllsPhone
condition.
ji5Ne cabmet model, zig zag and Wild 9944after 6:00 p.m.
J14P
J13c 4872 after 5:00 p.m.
Tennessee,498-8635.
J1 P
stitch. Phone 753-9318.

l

ALUMINUM
PLATES

t

i
,/

ne bedroom
• nt, le2 block '
ales only. Not
and air con-f
3-9135 or 753TF •
- -

---25` each

D apartment[
one 753TR4

Ledger & Times

IFFICE spacei
information
:s at Federal
I ain Street int
.
7921, TFC
N T- - --- •-apartment P.
boys. Also PS
th kitchen

L

2-;
5:00 p.m: V

To SELL, List With Us!

To BU-Y,

111111111111111111111r.
for rent: For
53-7320 or 753-t
J13PY

Fulton Young Realty, Inc.

Phone 753-7333

4th & Maple Streets

am furnished
:rpet, private
•. $110.00 per
ersity. Phone

Home Phones:

Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534

Fulton E. Young, 753-4946;

tier Court,
trailers. FOr
on1y: Also
• per month.
.
al gas and
on North
Phone 753J1&

- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE

1Po4111W0 4111".01M1111004MMIP01MMIP,04MMIA.0 4MMW0
041141AillW011.11.041111MW iMMIPOimmwoimiwoimmw0IMMW0IIMED.041111W0411M0.04111MW 411111M.
..

NOTICE

NOTICE

TFC
IIIHIHJIIIIIUIIUI
NT
apartment
firiartC

Stacks

Blouses
'4.99

'4.99

5:00 P.m.
111111111111111111e1

• n, bathroom
th. One or two
rman Apart- ,
Street, phone
J-15C
•
unfurnished
708 Payne. een 7:30 and
J13C _
oem 12'x60nip
lot in Hazel.
t. Phone 4924
J14C

Miss Your Paper

.

II • •

kt miles west
3-1353. J15P •

*me spaces.
•e pick up"-•
monthly.
Home Park,
5:00p.m.

o besiroom
-apartment.'
g. Excellent
I I.Phone 753- Ate

Sat. & Sun., Jan. 15 & 16 - 2:00-6:00
at Belmont Court (Off Belmont Drive)
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOMES -

Jackets
'4.99

•
•i... TRIANGLE
.. INN• )

1970 GOLD TWO door Chevrolet HARRY'S ELECTRIC!!'
Phone...
Caprice with black vinyl top, all Rewiring, Softie* Changes,
HUB DUNN is now associated conditioning, new tires, 20,000
Electric Heat Specialist. No job is
with Roffler of Murray in the actual miles plus warranty book
too small. Reasonable rates. 1108
Central Shopping Center. Phone for 30,000 miles. Owners have
Before 5:00 p.m.
Phone 753Sycamore.
J18C purchased new home and will sell
753-8909.
February 15C
Of
2967.
car. for $2,750. Phone 167-472
organs
and
PIANOS
BALDWIN
J14C EXPERIENCED DAY care for
after 5:00p.m.
for rent or sale. Rent applies to
school children In my home.
V11
T
1970-+TIEVROLE
p.m.
Between 6:00
purchase. Lonardo Piano Co.,
J15P
Phone753-7276.
pickup truck , with insulated
7:00 p.m. In The across from Post Office, Paris, camper
miles..$2,000
36,000
top.
J14C
Tennessee.
CARD OF THANKS
Evening
will accept old pickup in
route
your
know
JI5C
If you
SPECIAL ON permanent waves trade...436-2145.
We wish to express our sincere
boy's number, please call
at Adam's Beauty Shop in
to each and everyone of
gratitude
CHEVROLET
him first. If you get no
Coldwater. ?hone Judith Darnell, 1949
were so thoughtful,
who
You
John
call
results then
J14C FLEETLINE, good condition. sympathetic and generous with
489-2582.
Pasco , Jr. at the above
$110.00. Phone 753-7343 from 6:00 hospitality in.the recent passing
J15C
number during the hours
till 8:00p.m.
of our mother. Especially for the
listed
beautiful floral offerings
1968 CHEVROLET SPORT Van, many Bro.
for
James-ShackieY
to
327 VI, automatic, less than and words
of comfort. We are
3,000 rodeo. Good urea. make a'his
need knowing her body
J-4-3-nt
RENTERS MFA Insurance
r. p$795.m...00,
5e0o
goodacftaer
mp
Pick Yours Up Now! 5533
in the community she loved
rests
all
cover
to
policy
Company has a
pick
and so close to her many
well
so
weekend
the
After
your personal belongings. Why
friends and relatives •
them up at our new
not call 753-1222 or cOMe by 505
"Our love and'titessings GI Mich
loentioa4203 Chestnut
talreetto check the low-test.
of you.
Also homeowners, fire, mobile
The Children of Elizabeth
MONTGOMERY-WARD
and
life
auto,
homeowners,
asb..ma
,
ass hlain
health.
J15P

753-1916

753-7278

.
'ARTMENT,I
; college on;
n, hall, -Will
f closet andit
ate entrance:,
TFC

E
OPEN HOUSp.m.

Dresses

.ArttiviErcrs.

•

Alp

All Brick
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
Ceramic Tile Bath
Electric Ranges

Classified
---Ads

••••

Garbage Disposal
Concrete Driveway
Large Bedrooms
Electric Baseboard Heat -

200 DOWN - 65-'100 Monthly Payments (Based on Income)
NEW 3 BEDROOM HOMES Good Locations To Pick From

'1,000 Down Payment - 115.78 Per Month

- LARGE CLEAN-UP SHOP at Stella , Ky. (Next to Feed Mill)

'500 Down - Payment As Low As '68.50 Per Month

- OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT Excellent downtown location. One reception office, 3 private. Large storage space.

For Information or Directions
Call 753-9900 or 753-3616
Ask for Jesse or Joyce Spencer
or stop by at our new location on

New Spring
Catalogs Are Here!

4

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Town & Country Real Estate
will have

641 BARGAIN CENTER

°use, Dining ;iv
ra_ge„ Quiet

REAL ESTATE FR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED,

CON- BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
CORVETTE
1969
VERTIBLE,$3500.00. Phone 753- also bank gavel, fill dirt and
- - _J13P topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 of'
2562.
TFC
3544161 after 6:00 p.m.
14th
from
JAN.
9:00-8:00
OPENING. FRIDAY,
1959 MERCURY MONTEREY,
Located Just South of Puryear
INTERIOR PAINTING. Free
two door sedan. Phone 753313P estimate. Work guaranteed. Can
9242.
LADIES TOP- NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
furnish references. Phone 753lstItluality and Irregular ...
TFC
1962 VOLKSWAGEN, rebuilt 3484.
_ Alial_Unbelleviale Low Priced_ _
engine, _new_bukes,_ $200 00.
Student needs money for2nd TAX SERVICE. Leave redas
Government
Because of sulh low prices we are not-allowed.
Semester. Phone 768-4048 after for fast preparation.
rates. Phone
Reasonable
trained.
J13C
.
3:00p.m.
to advertise name of brands.
753-2959 or 436-5430. February7C
Vinyl Suede
HO per cent Polyester.
1st quality
1971 VOLKSWAGEN, red
•
BARBER
)41it
Squareback, low mileage. One HORNBUCKLE'S
Reg. Price
Shop,212Spruce Street, open 9:00
owner. Phone 753-8818 or 753$14.95
1st quality
J13C a.m. till 5:00 p.m., Monday
9997.
Our Price
through Saturday. Haircut:, fie)
1961 CHEVROLET pickup truck, 13oy's haircuta $.75:
6 cylinder straight drive with air
1st quality Name Brand
conditioner and new tires. Nice SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
Reg. Price up to $70.00 Our Price $3495
condition. Phone 753-3000. J13C hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753TFC
5933.
new
truck,
PICKUP
DODGE
1956
Open Monday thru Saturday 9:00-5:00
FOR ALL your home additions,
transmission and engine. $200.00.
Open Friday Nights til 8:00
alterations, remodeling, etc.
J14C
Phone 753-6753.
Free Estimates. Phone 753TFC
EHEE ESTIMATE on septic tan* 641 PET SHOP. 7 miles North of 1954 PLYMOUTH.Runs good and 6123.
TFC
installation. Phone 753-7850.
Murray. Fish, birds, puppies, has good tires. Licensed and I AM young, married lady
hamsters, guinea pigs and inspected. Phone 489-2651. J14C looking for_ _permanent emr
supplies. Phone 753-1862 or 753ployment.'Have office clerical
vices,Box 213,Murray, Ky., C.M 9457.
J27NC 1969 OPEL GT.Phone 753experience, good references.
Sande:,, phone 382-2468, FarJ14C Please call 7534706.
3571.
J13C
TF(.. r
i
mingt n,Kentucky.
I Take along a sack full. #
1967 VOLKSWAGEN, excellent WILL CLEAN offices or beauty
i Country Ham on a Biscuit.
1
condition, white. Phone 753shop in evenings.Phone 753$.89.
for
4
: $.25 or
If You
$
6737.
J10C 6392.
J13C
-

OM trailer, :
urray on East
or 753-

trailer, NI
• Iftwest side #
only. $80.00
9293. -i114C

AUTOS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

•

East Main Street (Former Carrier. Plant)

•

dor

Town and Country Real Estate
•
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Kentucky News Roundup

Miss Vickie Eldridge. ..

By TUE ASSOCIATED PRESS
(Continued from Page 1)
.
GRANT APPROVED
Although the brace has done
afterwards,
Soon
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)—A grant of 193,622for the University of
• little te hamper her activities at arjangements were made
kentiicky has been approved by the U.S. Department o(Health,
home, just north of Murray on through Dr. V. J. Starks of
Eclucatiai and Welfare.
the old Beaton highway, or at Kirksey for Dr. Fred Sage, a
Prdelded under the Higley Education Facilities Construction
- the Ahno Elementary School, noted bone specialist at
Program, the grant will be used for construction of a library
where she is a student, Vicki Is Memphis,. to examine Vicki,
addition.
looking forward with much after which the declaim was
eireitiii;i0 to the day when she made to attempt to saw the leg.
ADJUTANT GENERAL'S HOME DAMAGED
can take it-off for good.
Immediately,her ordeal of bone
MADISONVILLE, Ky.(AP)—Four rooms of the home of
grafts,_body casts and endless.
Adjutant General Richard- Fryinire were heavily
-Blonde, blue-eyed and now days and nights in the Memphis
damaged by fire Wednesday.
five feet five inches tall, she hospital began.
- Fire Capt.Charles Farris said the blaze apparentlf was caused
mischievously tease's,. her
Mrs. Eidridge was the donor
by a child playing with matches.
parents by threatening to &out for the frit of five bone grafts
No- one was injured in the fire. No damage estimate Was
for the softball team at Alriiii. Vicki underwent in the nestfive
released.
this spring.
yaws. Grafts for the other four
. ;
- -Vicki's prOblen is only one of were taken front her normal,
APPEAL PLANNED ON DRUG CONVICTION '
the long list of birth defects left leg, and after each one, she
LEXINGTONT-Ky.fAP)---An attorney for aeries Wright of •
which the medical world -is would pathetically crawl or pull
Lexington says he will appeal Wright's conviction on charges
battling to reduce, if not to herself about the house for four
•
conceening illegal sale of drugs. _ .
ft
eliminate, through medical months in a full body cast.
Wright was sentenced to three years in prison and docked a fine
-care, research and education,
The operations ended,
. of 12,500 Wednesday. Fayette Circuit Judge N. Mitchell Meade
made possible from con- however, when she started to
revoked Wright's bond and ordered him jailed pending further
tributions to the annual March school atthe age of six ,and she:
action.
- of Dimes campaign.
has since gotten by with the hp •
months
old
She was only nine
of the heavy, specially-fitted'',
DEMONSTRATION AT CAPITOL
when her mother first noticed steel and leather brace.
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)—.Contending Kentucky has not ansotnething was'wrong. "She
Since then, she has gone to
swered Met demands to join in a new federal food stamp
along
would drag her right foot
Memphis every six months for
AGM' FOR LIPE FAILS—Two =identified men light to
a three-truck collision ea the Pennsylvania Turnpike sear Irwin.
program, members of the Kentucky Welfare Rights Organization
instead of picking it up as she x-rays and refitting of the brace
_
Intense beat balk& lhe rescue effort.
maddeu4ste seeeltectrapped ja Me ash
rearnePlide_ MO',
•
. ditmenstrated-in4ront of the Capital Wednesday, _
- -1--fitilled herself riji iirad about the to adjust it to her growth. This
of his bdrakitsdoimitruck. The incident occurred minutes after
(AP Wirephoto)
The—delegation; estimated at 73 persons, distributed a
room by holding on to the fur- costsfrom $90to $150 each time.
_
statement sayinlk the organization has"been lied tO"becauite the
••
Mitre," Mrs. Eldridge recalls.
. •
Other than the clays when she
administration failed to meet certain promises of information.
Although she-had begun to has had to Make the Merzaihis
'
"Contrary to reports carried in the news media," the statement
sa
.
,. Walk, her mother's fears were trip,the vivacious teen-ager has
"theft is absolutely no assurance
this new program will go
said,
W.entlausil
Imo Page 1)
_
confirmed when Vicki broke the been absent only a few times
'maaeased kola page 0..
into effect March 1.
leg.five months later simply by Irani her, classes at the Almo
hirs. Willard Ails, Ganuna,
The program would add *25 milliott annually to the buying
stepping off the pooh.
school, where she is an average Gamma president, was given
power of low,income Kentucidans, the group said.
After the bones failed to knit student.
'
the certificate of appreciation
the Legislative Research
- „By JIM BRIGANCE
The hijacker, in addition to Conirnission to study possible n,
following four months in a cast,
"I don2t know what we would and also presented a special
nii...
: • L
de-.
.
parachutes,
and
money
the
of
ive years
she was taken to a crippled have done if it hadn't been for Heart put for f
'implications of such. a clectsion. ite_Milit-t - a •.
AGUIIAR
nianded that-a junglesurvtilid'for Rent-nay and to suggest
•••-- • children's hospital in Louisville, tht- march of Dimes -PeoPle,
assoeia
" continuous service as a
Writers
lit, maps, and a .257 rnagnur alternativethods of linen.where the Eldridges were told Vicki's father said. "I have da , volunteer worker for the
(Condoned from Page 1)
4 • •DALLAS
_
that the "cheapest and the best idea how much they have stint Kentucky Heart Association "
1 4144144°111.441iner'•--CW'-earel on NU --1&" Iry
:
River
fron-1- Campbell to Jet_
young ssenuer
gunman „1 w told a fel- liner.
way" to help Vicki would be to to help us.
.
n
Murray-Calloway
General Assemblye
being the
for the
John* A. Ryan, brother of
Hill said Hurst Indicated he
az
.
h .." ,.. 1„..s.„1 that in .fermi County.
amputate-theleg.
'Ter home was paid fOrwhen .---rounty Heart Chairman -duringt• to Wanted- to-"Itilirog:aver- the '
Mrs. Pearl Graham of Alma, '
"I didn't sleep a wink that a. we found out about Vicki's leg, those years.
the
Kentucky-•/
FOCCnd
•
dentslese
in Louisville's; died Tuesday at 6:05 p.m.at the
,000 resrui
'aSin'.--et&ids
-- -'
40-SaYder
hell and take everyone.
jungle, make his 'fray to Bonight," Mrs. Eldridge recalls, he recalled, "but it wasn't long
eventfinancing
A film."The Heart of a Ton"
jet
..
a
commandeered
home of Jesse Leggett of
gota,
Columbia,
join
me"
'trying to decide what to do." until we had to mortgage it to was viewed by those attending
"we wouklbe atde to identify
a Newburg area
to
•
Mazzoli,
Romano
services'i.Congressman
Mayfield Route Four.
"We couldn't let that happen pay the doctors'bills. It still is." the meeting. The film was a In a dramatic hijacking effOtt2 'lb friends.
and
uP level_ . of educational
the,_Democrat representing the
that ended with the crew makThe deceased, age 83, was a
to our little girl without doing
equal to the best we-have".
visit with Jesse Stuart, poet,
3rci'District. The 3rd District
everything we possibly could . "We were just about at the historian and novelist, in his ing a mad scramble for free,
"I think it would be a tragedy would continue to fall entirely . former resident of 329 W. Oak
•
Street, Mayfield. He was a
to help her keep her leg," she end of our rcipe," Mrs. Eldridge home town of Greenup, Ken- - dom.
'if we had to bring the pod within jeffcrson county.
The hijacker had demanded
veteran of World War I and a
'said, her voice choking with added,'when we appealed to tucky,filmed after his recovery
dOW° t° bring the Pwr
Snyder also would lose Grant member of the High Point
•
emotion.
,
and were turned down by the from a severe heart attack. Mr. 11 rnilliOn and two parachutes
said.
up,
he
ones
The Faxon *others Club
and Pendletoe aid the southern --Baptist church, Mayfield. •
"I was at the hospital early" March CI Dimes pea& in Stuart is presently serving as and indicated he wanted to go
He said neither Texas nor
voted to help the F'sson School
parts of Kenton and Campbell
survived
by
a
.
fly to South America where he install
Mr.
Ryan
is
the next morning and almost Murray.
arsi id California
6 a
had an educational county tn the stb_oisit:ricLan_mepeenr_4arnee_Goine.,...14.____
vice-chairman for the Kentucky
an intercom
had
etimerseeletttrher
Tattrwe didn't let that stop Heart Association. The film planned to bell- out into
tion
program
1M
r,
Tfiliii—
•
'
•
1
ly new chairs for the
gaming those wended *8th Chicago, Ill.; two sisters, Mrs.
in my arms to get her out of us. We went over their heads pointed out that. each. persoo jungle.
i .he regular meeting held _ opinion,did as much to equalize would lose Madison and
and
Pearl Graham of Ahno and '
"We
got
a
chance
to
run
there."
and appealed to the Louisville makes the life of a town, much
-,.., expenditures among districts of Jessamine County to the
1:4S
January
12,
at
Wednesday,
Mrs. Aggie
Culver
of
Mardi of Dimes office. In just a • as the heart is the life of each we ran like hell," said Capt. p.m. in the seventh'grade class suaittesaiMucci K
kYe's
nt.:
i.
cky,s mihunum - and lose Bracken Mason; Smithland; two nephews, Ryan
few days they sent word down persoe; therefore noting the - Tom Hill, who along with six mom.
Nicholas, Powell and'
Robertson Graham of Murray and Joe
here for the local office to help need for healthy hearts and the other crew members escaped
Mrs. Jerry Vance, president, Foundation Program wasone of counties to ' the 7th.
DeneCulver of Smithland; two
from the Braniff 727 jetliner
the
best
in.
the
country
when
it
need for contributions to con- foilowirgnearly seven hours of announced that the television
The 7th District, now nieces,'Mrs. Euclid Brown of
_ _
sets purchased-by the-club for- was iiistituted-clirring-the 1960's represented
- "Siact thell." she Continued. duet -research, which keeps captivity
by-Carl •Peridzii-cif Hardin and Mrs. Bubble Martin
on a remote runway
"the March of Dimes has paid it healthy hearts.
the school were now being used and that disequalization had Hindman, the dean of Ken- of Smithlanci.
The funeral for Thomas Clay
airport.
at the Dallas
all-the doctor and hospital hills,
come
only
with
tht.addition
of
Mrs. Ails said that this year's
in the classrooms,
will be held Friday at two p.m.
_tucky's congressional
Funeral service are being
,for the trips to Campaign will he conducted . Air piracy charges were to be
the x-rays,'
It was announced that. the Permissive taros to supplement delegation, would lose one held today at two p.m. at the
at the chapel of the Miller
against
Billy
Eufiled
today
Memphis, Vicki's braces, and throughout the month of
'.,
levies.
4
'
PraPertY
process
of
the
mothers are in
Funeral Home,Hazel, With Bro.
county—Lee—which would go chapel of the Roberts Funeral
,
for the special shoes she must February beginning with gene Hurst, 22, of Mesquite, compiling a cook book with each
,
James McGill officiating.
the 5th.
to
Home, Mayfield, with his
arrested
was
who
Tex.,
what
have
no
idea
have. You
"Coffee Day", February 1, at
recipe.
Bedrock
Pallbearers will be Jerry this has meant.to us."
church pastor, James Tharp:
resistance about 30 member contributing a
without
the Murray restaurants.
These books will go on sale at
White, Charles Rhodes, Zack
kencanisin
now officiating.
t ky Repuillti
minutes after the crew made
Mr. Eldridge hasn't worked
of
two dollars each soon and may
Holmes, Acron McWhester, regularly since 1952. He has, "Business-Days-for-Heart" will their break for freedom.
repre
ue nted by Tim Lee Carter
-.
Interment will be in the'
any club
would
lose
Bobby Holmes, and Eugene walked with an artificial, be held during the month of
of ToMplcinsville,
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